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A HEALTHIER FUTURE?

An Eye-Popping 313,677 Petition Signatures
All But Assures Statewide Vote On Medicaid
Expansion. One Family’s Story Underscores
The Wisdom Of Investing In Health Care.
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Drawing The Line
Hell hath no fury like elected officials who fear their powers are about
to be curtailed by the voters.
Exhibit A: Senate President Pro Tem Greg Treat, who unleashed an
apocalyptic rant against an initiative petition seeking to create a nonpartisan redistricting commission.
It is nothing short of a “coup,” he thundered. “A power play by out-ofstate liberals in an attempt to force an agenda on Oklahomans.”
And who are those “out-of-state liberals?” Why, none other than the
Oklahoma right’s favorite bogeymen: former President Obama and exAttorney General Eric Holder.
Sound the civil defense sirens! Hide the women and children! Hoist
the Red River draw bridge! Roll out the National Guard!
Reality check: Treat’s bellicosity is the sort of rhetoric politicians deploy when they don’t have a compelling argument against a public policy
proposal that upends the status quo.
The initiative petition submitted in late October by People Not Politicians is nowhere near the definition of a “coup.” Actually, it is the exercising of a right enshrined in the Oklahoma Constitution – you know,
the guiding document that our political leaders routinely wrap themselves in … when it’s convenient.
In addition, non-partisan redistricting is hardly an agenda driven by
“out-of-state liberals.” More accurately, it is the product of Oklahoma
citizen activists meeting for countless hours the last two years – including some from Let’s Fix This, the League of Women Voters, the Coalition
of the Underheard and other grass roots groups.
You want to know where “out-of-state” interests truly have excess
sway? In the Legislature itself.
According to a recent USA Today, Center for Public Integrity and Arizona Republic investigation, Oklahoma lawmakers introduced more than
CONTINUED ON PAGE 43
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Observerscope

Don’t miss the year’s last Newsmakers – Nov. 14 at OKC’s Full
Circle Books, featuring national Young Democrats President
Joshua Harris-Till and state YD
Prez Tazneem Al-Michael, analyzing 2020 and how younger voters
could help reshape Oklahoma. See
page 12 for details.
In advance of next session,
House Speaker Charles McCall has
filed five “shell” bills on landlordtenant “reform.” That’s code for
renters, hang onto your wallets.
Dart: To a turgid trio – Broken
Arrow Sen. Nathan Dahm, Claremore Sen. Marty Quinn and Hominy Rep. Sean Roberts – proposing
a stretch of Route 66 be re-named
for President Trump. Has he ever
set foot on the Mother Road?
Second District voters clearly
need to retire U.S. Rep. Markwayne
Mullin. But Broken Bow state Sen.
Joseph Silk is the best Repubs can
come up with? Silk’s an even dopier than Mullin.

Laurel: To OKC Rep. Collin Walke, calling out State Regent Andy
Lester’s clear conflict of interest
representing Johnson & Johnson
in the state opioid lawsuit. Lester
abruptly resigned from the higher
ed board.
Democratic U.S. Rep. Kendra
Horn continues to post impressive
re-election fundraising numbers,
collecting $524,733 in the third
quarter. She’ll need every penny –
she’s a top GOP target.
Dart: To the Oklahoma Hall of
Fame, honoring jock-turned-politico J.C. Watts as an inductee. Has
selection committee ever heard the
phrase “walking around money”?
Three of OK’s five U.S. House
reps – Republicans Tom Cole and
Kevin Hern and Democrat Kendra
Horn – supported measure that
would allow cannabis enterprises
to use the federal banking system.
It’s cash-only now, leaving statesanctioned businesses vulnerable
to robbery.

Laurel: To former Speaker Kris
Steele, now endorsing Medicaid
expansion, after leading GOP-dominated House when it rejected all
things ObamaCare. Steele is now
executive director of TEEM, The
Education and Employment Ministry.
State Superintendent Joy Hofmeister’s FY ’21 budget calls for
restoring the base school funding to levels appropriated a decade
ago. Optimistic response: Hooray!
Cynical response: And pigs fly?
Uh-oh. A former staff investigator claims Oklahoma County DA
David Prater ordered an illegal
probe into supporters of criminal justice reform. This much we
know: DAs across Oklahoma led
the fight against smart on crime
initiatives.
San Francisco blacklists Oklahoma because of anti-abortion and
anti-LGBTQ laws/policies. Another
proud moment for Okie Rednecks.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 44
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Letters
ment is no longer upholding your
oath.
Mary Francis
Norman
Editor’s Note: Horn voted in favor
of launching a formal impeachment inquiry on Oct. 31, after we
received this letter. It does, however, reflect unrest among some
of Horn’s constituents, who have
taken to social media to express
displeasure with various aspects
of her voting record.

Editor, The Observer:
Guess who?
There once was a venomous
snake
Who disguised his deadly trait.
Abeit slithering and slimy
With lies that were sublimely
He created havoc in his wake.
Tom Birbilis
Tulsa
Editor, The Observer:
An Open Letter To U.S. Rep. Kendra Horn:
Many voters have been paying attention to the District 5 Democratic comments on Facebook.
Here is a typical comment:
“What good does it do when she:
Votes No on raising the minimum wage.
Votes No on reining in federal
surveillance of civilians.
Refuses to support Healthcare
access for All.
Votes Yes to fund ICE for detaining more people.
Votes No on Impeachment Inquiry.”
These are Democrats who voted
for you – but they state “no more.”
Most comments state or imply
that before now, holding off on impeachment was a defensible posi4 • NOVEMBER 2019

tion.
However, President Trump by his
own admission has committed the
very type of offense outlined as
forbidden in the U.S. Constitution
[of using his office and taxpayer
dollars to withhold Congress’ authorization of aid to a foreign nation], thus, forcing Ukraine into
serving as an ally to his political
campaign.
This is exactly what the Framers
had in mind when they outlined
the conduct that should lead to
impeachment and removal.
In addition, refusing to follow
the provisions of the whistleblower law by itself would be sufficient grounds for impeachment
and should be one of the articles
drawn up by the House.
This Executive is clearly “thumbing his nose” at Congress and at
We the People, as well as the U.S.
Constitution.
Many of your Democratic supporters were backing Speaker Pelosi and appreciated your reluctance to impeach.
That time is past.
Your constituents and many others across the state believe it is
now time.
Refusing to endorse impeach-

Editor, The Observer:
In early October, Donald Trump
gave his go-ahead for Russiabacked Turkish troops to move
into Northern Syria. This region
was stable. We only had a few hundred U.S. soldiers there. There is
no visible benefit to the U.S. in giving up our safe zone in Syria.
The only logical explanation is
that this action gives Turkey and
Russia a large land area just in
case they ever decide to overrun
Israel by land.
The Kurds and the Israelis were
our closest allies in the region.
Trump has thrown the Kurds to
the wolves for no good reason.
When Trump stabbed the Kurds in
the back, he was simultaneously
stabbing Israel in the back.
Having the Kurds in that region
fighting ISIS was of great benefit
to all who oppose ISIS, especially
Israel. There is no other fighting
force on the planet that is as good
at fighting ISIS as the Kurds are.
The Kurds had our backs for
four long and arduous years. I feel
betrayed. Who doesn’t?
Fannie Bates
Fort Worth
Editor, The Observer:
Many people are questioning the
“patriotism” of President Donald
Trump – after all, he questions the
patriotism of many others!
Most immediately, Trump is
questioning the patriotism of Lt.
Col. Alexander Vindman, a very
CONTINUED ON PAGE 45

Arnold Hamilton

Attaching Strings To
Lawmakers’ 36% Pay Hike
It didn’t take long for news to hit the fan that
Oklahoma lawmakers will receive a 35.6% pay raise,
compliments of the state Board on Legislative Compensation.
“An embarrassing and disproportionate increase,”
thundered a Tulsa World editorial, which for good
measure added, “We would hope that the pay raise
will mean Oklahoma will get a 35% better Legislature” but “we see no reason to think that will happen.”
Former Tulsa Rep. Eric Proctor no doubt confirmed the suspicions of many rank-and-file Oklahomans when he asserting, via Facebook, that six
terms taught him “10% of legislators deserve a pay
raise, 20% were paid about right, 70% shouldn’t have
been paid at all. This group should have never been
hired in the first place.”
Ouch!
Let’s be honest, though: It doesn’t take much
for Oklahomans to tut-tut about their Legislature.
There are few more inviting – or deserving – targets,
given lawmakers’ uncanny inability to resolve many
of the state’s most pressing problems.
But rather than pile on here, let me suggest instead that we regard the breathtaking pay hike not
as an up-yours to long-suffering taxpayers but as an
opportunity to demand a fairer, better Oklahoma.
Hear me out.
There are reasonable, perhaps even compelling
arguments to support a $1,000-plus per month pay
hike for lawmakers currently making $35,021 annually [we’ll save the teacher salary comparisons for
another day].
It is not a part-time job, even though full sessions
last only from February to May. There are policy
hearings and constituent meetings year-around.
Like ministers, lawmakers are on call 24/7 to help
constituents navigate the state’s myriad agencies
and solve problems.
At least, that’s how it should be. Sadly, Proctor’s
assessment is spot on – some, perhaps too many,
lawmakers covet the title and the ring-kissing they
receive, but put little else into it.

Perhaps a fuller-time salary would lead to more
full-time effort? Perhaps a $47,500 base salary
would be enough to help attract more committed
public servants? Better choices for voters, better
governance – in theory.
Taxpayers, however, should not be expected to
swallow a 35.6% pay hike without strings attached.
If Gov. Kevin Stitt, House Speaker Charles McCall
and Senate President Greg Treat are truly committed to inching Oklahoma toward Top 10 status, they
should lead the charge to help balance public policy
scales currently tilted inexorably toward powerful,
deep-pocketed special interests.
How could that be accomplished?
First, in exchange for the pay hike, legislators no
longer would be able to accept anything of value
from special interests. No gifts. No Thunder tickets.
No golf trips. No free lunches – from now on, everything is Dutch treat. With a base salary of $47,500,
plus benefits and per diem, you can afford it.
Treating lawmakers like royalty is a prime reason
Big Oil, Big Ag, Big Banks, Big Corporations, et al,
dominate at NE 23rd and Lincoln Blvd., ensuring tax
policy that shifts as much of the burden as possible
onto the backs of the working class and working
poor.
Second, legislators must enact the state Ethics
Commission’s twice proposed, twice rejected twoyear “cooling off” period before ex-elected officials
can begin lobbying their former colleagues. Fair or
not, the current system leaves the perception that
some lawmakers-turned-lobbyists may have quietly
traded votes for future employment.
Third, McCall and Treat should lead the charge
to enact the Ethics Commission’s proposed ban on
“leadership PACs” – House and Senate leaders soliciting campaign funds, mostly from special interests,
that can be funneled to other candidates. That’s all
about protecting political and special interest power,
not the public’s interest.
These three steps won’t eliminate the heartburn of
a 35.6% raise, of course. But eventually, they could
help steer Oklahoma to a much better place.
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As The University Turns
Why David Boren No Longer Is OU President
BY CAL HOBSON

N

o, it has little to do with reckless sexual
harassment allegations and even less with
doubtful data provided to a magazine about
donor contributions. As to the bond debt
related to Cross Village construction, that complex transaction is in litigation which was only filed
months after President Boren’s retirement and, of
course, had the unanimous approval of regents to
build it going back several years. I’ve learned over
several decades most everybody likes to be at ribbon
cuttings and building dedications. However, when
a snag occurs only the lawyers usually show up to
clean up the mess and no cameras are allowed.
Indeed the real reason for the all the turbulence,
turnover and turgidity down I-35 where Hurts currently hurts because of K-State comes courtesy of
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most everybody’s favorite five letter word: m-o-n-e-y.
You see, in cash-starved Oklahoma, there’s just not
enough of the green to go around, especially for an
institute of higher learning striving to become, as a
former president once said, “a university the football
team can be proud of.”
[Footnote: Contrary to my grandmother’s admonition to me about ending any sentence with a preposition, the June 25, 2019 edition of Merriam-Webster
now declares with certitude it is acceptable to do so.
Legendary OU President George Lynn Cross uttered
the then grammatically offending sentence in 1948
while addressing the Oklahoma State Senate where
members prided themselves on mangling the English
language ... and still do 71 years later.]
Actually the battle for control of the prime south-

east corner office of Evans Hall between powerful
people basically came down to a squabble over a miserly penny sales tax – one red cent.
Previous OU Regents Chairman Clay Bennett, principal owner of the double-dribbling, doubly-depleted
Thunder, the major tenant occupying Chesapeake
Arena, has long viewed the sales tax as the honey pot
for developing his beloved downtown Oklahoma City
via MAPS I, II, III and the projected IV to be voted on
Dec. 10.
If IV is approved by voters, it will provide, as a part
of the eight-year, $979 million package, a very nice
$115 million Christmas gift for The ‘Peake.
Taxpayers have to keep those season ticket holders happy as they learn the new court side game of
matching names to numbers on the revamped but
probably overmatched NBA squad. Hints to get you
started: Shai Gilgeous-Alexander is No. 2, Lugeuentz
Dort is No. 5 and Darius Bazley is No. 7. BTW: Former
No. 0 is drawing techs in Texas, No. 13 is still making
steals in California and No. 35 is resting a repaired
Achilles in New York.
In the other corner of this heavyweight fight for
funds, opposite Bennett, is former OU President David Lyle Boren who, after enduring nearly a decade of
budget cuts inflicted on his campus by Neanderthals
in the Legislature, proposed a plan to pre-empt Clay’s
penny in order to fund public schools, universities
and colleges.
When Bennett got wind that Boren had his hand,
even only figuratively, in his city cookie jar, the youknow-what hit the fan, or blackboard, whiteboard or
whatever was handy early in 2016.
Used to getting his way, Chairman Clay demanded, not requested, former legislator, governor, senator and then-OU President Boren cease and desist,
go teach another freshman poly sci class, make nice
with the faculty, raise more money from what’s left of
the oil and gas crowd, and leave the governing to him,
even though he has never been elected to anything
except the OPUBCO oligarchy.
Such a Rubicon has been faced and crossed by Boren
dozens of times in his life full of accomplishments.
For examples, the first time he ran for the state Legislature he finished second and was only saved by our
outdated runoff system. The same result held true
in 1974 when, as the dark horse, he swept into the
governor’s chair waving a broom while sweeping out
The Old Guard. Later landslide victories to the most
exclusive club in the world, the United States Senate,
became routine and then his dream job, the presidency of Oklahoma’s flagship university, was offered
to him unanimously by the regents – six well-to-do
white men and one black man, Melvin Hall, only the
second African American ever to serve on the board.
Sylvia Lewis was the first.
For the next 24-plus years, Mr. Education could do
little wrong. The campus grounds were beautified;
merit scholars by the score strolled on them; hundreds of endowed chairs were filled; towering, mod-

ern 21st century buildings were constructed on all
five OU campuses; professors and support staff received frequent raises; a fully funded $500 million
bond issue became law and the OU Foundation grew
into a $3 billion juggernaut and DLB’s fingerprints
could be found on all of them.
However, a number of the newest regents knew
Boren had a dark side that I now reluctantly reveal to
you. All his adult life he remained a registered Democrat; supported one of his clan for high public office,
quietly but effectively opposed some of the worst instincts, and laws, propagated by a redneck, reckless
Legislature, and occasionally had the gall, and gumption, to even criticize Oklahoma’s most inept governor ever, Mary Fallin.
Having been called out by Boren, Mary Queen of
Regents reciprocated, appointing only folks to the
board who promised to short-circuit his reign in Norman, notwithstanding its success. Couple that with
Bennett’s demand that David drop his plan for an
earmarked one penny for schools and soon enough
there were four regents ready to show him the door.
Walking through that door even before Boren’s
exit sauntered successful businessman and OU law
graduate James Gallogly, the darkest of dark horses
among the seven finalists. However, unbeknown to
the masses, the fix was in and turnaround titan Gallogly became, effective July 1, 2018, only OU’s 15th
president.
Like a man late for a funeral, he wasted little time in
identifying over-spending and debt created by his predecessor as the twin culprits plaguing the envisioned
“Princeton on the Plains.”
Longtime loyalists to the 14th president were summarily fired, their names removed from places of honor or plans for such recognition cancelled; dedicated,
low level maintenance and ground crews hastily dispatched but replaced with a gaggle of Gallogly’s gang
of green eyeshade pencil-whippers who confirmed
their leader’s math: Yes, OU was in debt just like every other comprehensive campus in America. The
culprit? Bonds to build buildings, then install the
necessary technology, laboratories, libraries and other such amenities to make them functional and fund
world-class research in engineering, the climate, energy, chemistry and other hard sciences.
Student housing, parking garages, the arts, international programs and other initiatives also had benefitted from issuing the bonds and the best news was
the long term payments were all secured, fully amortized. To not have accumulated such investments
would have been a real crime by President Boren and
his once dutiful regents had, of course, approved every dollar expended, almost always by unanimous
consent.
Then, in the fall of ‘18, and seemingly falling out of
the sky, came spurious allegations of longtime sexual harassment by the now retired Boren, emanating
primarily from a former employee who offered only
unsubstantiated stories of touching, rubbing or even
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friendly encouragement as evidence.
From the breathless and daily reporting of such alleged lurid behavior one would think a modern day
tale similar to the Spanish Inquisitions was unfolding – and damned if it didn’t.
The world’s largest and most expensive law firm,
Jones Day by name, blew through at least $l.5 million
of scarce taxpayers’ money, interviewed scores of witnesses, dispatched private investigators to normally placid Norman, received numerous extensions of
time to continue their work for months on end, coordinated with local police, the Oklahoma State Bureau
of Investigation, perhaps even Inspector Clouseau,
reported regularly their progress, in secret, to apparently enthralled regents and their new president.
And to what end or result? Oklahoma’s once, and
often most powerful, and respected leader is banned
from the flagship university that he, more than any
other individual, helped create; he no longer can
share his lifetime of learning with students; coveted
possession of even football tickets was nullified but,
if such slights and embarrassments were justified,
why not remove his massive statue near the student

union or rename the David L. Boren Boulevard or
abolish scholarships given in his honor and by him
as well?
The answer to this ugly series of slights, large and
small, was provided above. As has frequently occurred in the history of our beloved university powerful regents, often imbued with inherited wealth, oversized egos, a mindset thinking they hit a triple when
actually were born on third base, sometimes lacking
even a day of elected public service, put personal
gain, ego and self promotion ahead of the public good
they were temporarily appointed to protect.
The first president of OU, David Ross Boyd, was
fired by the Legislature in 1908 for doing his job.
Boren, by accusing the current set of lawmakers of
not performing theirs, eventually lost his instead.
In Oklahoma some things never change – especially, it seems, bad things.
Cal Hobson, a Lexington Democrat, served in the
Oklahoma Legislature from 1978-2006, including
one term as Senate President Pro Tempore.
Photos: Bizzell Memorial Library/Michael Barera;
David Boren, via Twitter.

Juvenile Crime, Incarceration Rates
Plummet But Racial Disparities Persist
BY RYAN GENTZLER

C

rime rates and criminal arrests of youth
in Oklahoma have declined massively over
the last 25 years. However, despite these
promising developments, black and brown
youth are still disproportionately represented in
Oklahoma’s juvenile justice system.
This is according to a new report from Open Justice Oklahoma exploring the notable change that has
occurred in our state’s juvenile justice system and
what it means for our adult justice system in coming
years.
Juvenile crime and incarceration are at historic
lows. The juvenile arrest rate peaked in Oklahoma in
1990, with nearly 3,200 arrests per 100,000 youth for
serious violent and property offenses that year. Since
then, arrest rates have declined by 86%, falling below
500 per 100,000 in 2018. This decline was even more
dramatic than a 78% decrease nationally during the
same period.
Additionally, drug arrests for youth have fallen by
about 45% in Oklahoma since their peak around 2000
and the rate of homicide deaths of Oklahoma youth
have been cut in half.
While all races and age groups saw major declines
in total arrest rates, the biggest declines occurred
among Oklahomans under age 13, which have fallen
by 92% since 1990.
8 • NOVEMBER 2019

As arrests of youth have fallen, so too have incarcerations. In 1999, the average daily population of
Oklahoma’s juvenile facilities was 757 people; by
2019, that number had fallen to 270, a decline of 69%
when adjusting for population growth. For youth under age 15, detention placements fell from 128 to just
14 in 2018.
Despite these encouraging trends, severe racial disparities remain and in some cases have grown worse.
Although both white and black youth saw sharp reductions in crime and violence between 2000 and
2017, black teenagers remained about twice as likely
to be arrested for a drug offense and three times more
likely to be arrested overall.
As in other aspects of the justice system, racial
disparities grow worse at each step; disparate arrest
rates are amplified when it comes to incarceration,
with black youth 6.4 times more likely to be incarcerated than white youth.
Similarly, Native American youth who are arrested
are much more likely to be incarcerated than other
races. Native youth incarcerations amounted to 9.7%
of Native youth arrests in 2018, compared to just 4%
for black youth, 2.3% for Hispanic youth, and 1.5% for
white youth.
Despite their higher arrest rates, whites have lower levels of incarceration than Hispanic youth, and

much lower than Native youth.
The decline in youth crime saves Oklahoma $40
million to $50 million per year in juvenile incarceration costs alone. However, there is considerable room
for additional reductions in incarceration costs.
By reducing juvenile incarcerations for minor, nonviolent offenses and minimizing local and racial disparities, it would be possible to further reduce state
juvenile facility populations and save additional tens
of millions of dollars.

Large declines in juvenile crime and incarceration
are a rare bright spot in Oklahoma’s justice system,
and they afford historic opportunities for reform and
realignment of the justice system. Oklahoma’s trends
and recent reforms in drug and property crime policies offer the state the opportunity to become a national leader in criminal justice innovation.
Ryan Gentzler is director of Open Justice Oklahoma,
a project of the Oklahoma Policy Institute; okpolicy.
org.

All Children Deserve Fair,
Equal Juvenile Justice System
BY ASHLEY HARVEY

O

ur juvenile justice system is failing youth of
color. Today’s youth are committing fewer
crimes and fewer youth are being arrested,
but there are still differences in how they
are treated based on their race and where they live.
The justice system will continue to be unfair to people of color unless lawmakers take deliberate steps
to fix it.
Oklahoma’s juvenile justice system treats people
differently based on the color of their skin. Black
youth are three times more likely to be arrested and
six times more likely to be incarcerated. Native American youth who are arrested are two and a half times
more likely to be incarcerated than white youth.
There are also major differences in how often juveniles are arrested between counties. Arrest rates for
juveniles are six times higher in Pottawatomie County than in bordering Seminole County. The most staggering discrepancy in arrest rates is for Kay County,
which has juvenile arrest rates five times the state
average.
We can’t fully comprehend the disparities Oklahomans of color face without acknowledging our state’s
history. From forced resettlement of American Indians to the Greenwood race massacre, the effects of
our past are still present. Oklahomans of color generally make less, have unequal access to quality education and medical care, and are more likely to live in
communities that lack resources.
Black youth in Oklahoma are nearly six times more
likely and Native American youth are two times as
likely to live in concentrated poverty – neighborhoods
where 30% or more of the population lives in poverty
– compared to white youth.
Black students in Oklahoma are more than four
times as likely to have a school-related arrest and
six times as likely to be expelled compared to white
students. While rates of school-related arrest for Native American youth are comparable to their white

counterparts, the consequences for them are more
severe given their likelihood of incarceration once arrested. One in every 15 Black men in Oklahoma are
incarcerated. And although Native Americans make
up only 9% of our population, Native American women account for 12% of the Oklahoma’s female prison
population.
Ripple effects of these disparities traumatize our
youth, rip apart families, and devastate communities.
Disparities in arrest rates for youth of color are particularly high within rural communities. And just as
in the adult system, people working within the juvenile justice system hold a great amount of decisionmaking power.
Kay County’s juvenile arrest rates, five times the
state average, highlight the vast difference between
counties. Kay County has been previously highlighted for stark differences in adult felony filings, suggesting an overall punitive approach to justice.
Causes of racial and local disparities within the
Oklahoma’s juvenile justice system are historical,
complex, and cannot be solved overnight. But if we
fail to acknowledge our faults and begin to make
progress towards solutions we are failing our children and our state.
When people are treated differently based on their
race or geography, we all suffer. The economic and
emotional costs of incarceration for families within
our state are devastating, even more so for families of
color. Progress cannot be made without data-driven
conversations about race.
In order to reduce racial disparity in juvenile justice, all youth-serving agencies need to incorporate
a racial equity lens into every aspect of their work.
Only then can progress be made towards a system
that is truly just for all Oklahomans.
Ashley Harvey is the justice data analyst for Open
Justice Oklahoma, a project of Oklahoma Policy Institute; okpolicy.org.
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REVOLVING
DOOR
Legislators One Day,
Lobbyists The Next.
At NE 23rd & Lincoln,
It Often Can Be Difficult
To Tell Who Is Who
And What Is What.
BY JOHN WOOD

I

t was hardly a surprise last February when
the former legislator ambled through the
state Capitol parking lot, past the oil derrick, through the side doors and the recently ramped-up security to attend the annual Rose Day anti-abortion advocacy event on
the state House floor.
After all, Kevin Calvey is known for being
fiercely anti-abortion. Once, so troubled by
state Supreme Court decisions upholding
abortion rights, he unleashed a memorable
House tirade in which he declared that only his Christian faith prevented him from setting himself ablaze
at the high court’s front door to “protest the evil in
that building.”
When Calvey returned to the Capitol for this year’s
Rose Day event, it was no longer as a state lawmaker.
Nor was he solely representing Oklahoma County as
its newly elected District 3 commissioner.
Calvey instead wore a third hat: as a registered lobbyist, representing Oklahomans For Life Inc. For the
first time in years, rather than wearing a rose like
other state legislators, he passed them out.
Calvey’s two-timing infuriated some lawmakers,
especially Democratic Reps. Jason Dunnington and
Collin Walke and Republican Rep. Josh West, who
were dismayed to learn it wasn’t against the law for
Calvey to serve two masters – as a privately paid lobbyist and as a publicly salaried county commissioner.
They not only demanded he drop the lobbying gig,
but also threatened to make it illegal to simultane-
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ously be a paid lobbyist and a publicly paid elected
official.
In the ensuing political and media firestorm,
Calvey’s status with the Oklahoma Ethics Commission suddenly switched to “inactive.” Yet the Legislature still hasn’t taken steps to outlaw the “revolving
door” in which legislators effectively can leave elective office one day and begin lobbying their former
colleagues the next.
What Calvey was doing was even worse, of course.
He donned two indistinguishable hats, while representing two different constituencies and two very different bundles of policy.
The metaphor “revolving door” helps illustrate how
public sector employees can quickly transition into
the private sector, becoming lobbyists or consultants
for the very industries they once regulated. It’s also
not uncommon, by the way, for private industry executives or special interest lobbyists to receive government appointments that relate to their former private

industry positions. It often can be difficult to tell who
is who and what is what.
Calvey’s case helps illustrate this point.
On his way into the Capitol, Calvey told NonDoc’s
Tres Savage, “I’m here today for Oklahomans for Life,
and I’ll probably put in a good word for county roads
and some criminal justice reform stuff we have an
interest in at the county.”
At least he’s balancing his time, right?
And yet, when confronted about his dual roles, he
claimed he was not a lobbyist, just a citizen who has
been attending this event for years. That’s some pivot.
Calvey’s duplicity underscores a troubling reality:
it’s increasingly difficult to distinguish between legislators and special interest lobbyists, especially as
the number of lobbyists skyrockets.

AND THEY ARE BUYING LUNCH
There are 645 registered lobbyists roaming the
Capitol these days – three times more than the 200
or so registered a mere decade ago. That means there
are 4.3 lobbyists for every legislator.
Oklaboma Watch’s Trevor Brown reported lobbyist
expenditures – mostly wining and dining of legislators – jumped 34% from 2017 to 2018. Nationwide,
OpenSecrets.com found that between 1998 and 2017,
the amount of money spent on lobbying more than
doubled to $3.36 billion to buy influence and access
to key elected politicians.
With more than 1,000 executive and legislative lobbyist principles, imagine the overwhelming “opportunities” for term-limited and newly unemployed legislators. Salary.com reports that lobbyists in Oklahoma
City average $106,000 yearly.
Calvey was not alone in accessing the revolving
door. Oklahoma Watch reported five legislators –
three Republicans and two Democrats – registered as
lobbyists in the months after leaving office in 2018.
Former Reps. Pat Ownbey, Josh Cockroft and Bobby Cleveland are all Republicans who now lobby their
former colleagues – Cockroft represents the Oklahoma Association of Realtors [OAR]; Ownbey is with
Gap Consulting, which represents nearly 10 clients;
and Cleveland is the Oklahoma Corrections Professionals Association lobbyist and executive director.
While Cleveland received nearly $100 from lobbyists in his last year of office, Ownbey received nearly
$500, and not to be outdone Cockroft received nearly
$1,500 – most in the form of lunches and dinners.
Cleveland and Cockroft also received discounted
Thunder tickets for their birthdays and a Farm Bureau coin for voting with them 100% of the time in the
previous session.
The Ethics Commission does not require that lobbyists report which bills were discussed over lunch,
dinner or at other outings. This makes it difficult for
citizens to connect the dots.
We know Cockroft was incredibly successful recently as the OAR lobbyist, successfully securing
passage of three important pieces of legislation that
he touts on his webpage: SB 104, Marketing Clarifi-

cation Language on Buyer Inducements; SB 915, Remote Online Notarizations; and SB 961, Home Buyer
Savings Accounts – all of which were signed by Gov.
Kevin Stitt. He was incredibly busy spending more
than $3,700 on 219 interactions with legislators in
2019 alone, according to the Ethics Commission.
That’s a lot of influence.
The revolving door seems to be spinning on its axle
as Cleveland’s current and useful former roles seem
to blend together in dizzying fashion.
His blog – at bobcleveland.com – trumpets his position as executive director of Oklahoma Corrections
Professionals Association. Yet, the blog only contains 14 press releases from the time he was a state
legislator. A way to promote his connections to potential clients?
As a lobbyist this year, Cleveland spent nearly $550
on 15 different legislators. Cleveland hasn’t hesitated
to gush about his first love – private prisons.
The Bureau of Justice Statistics, for example, finds
Oklahoma has the third highest proportion of privately-held prisoners in the U.S., at 27%, much higher
than the 8% nationwide. This costs tax payers nearly
$100 million dollars a yearly alone, or a fifth of the
correction budget. When that type of contracting
work is out there in the public sector, $550 is a steal
to possibly leverage millions of dollars, especially
pleasurable when dining with old legislative friends.
Meanwhile, former three-term state Rep. Katie Henke is now lobbying on behalf of the Tulsa Regional
Chamber. Henke received more than $300 in gifts
from lobbyists in 2018 – in the session before she
entered the revolving door.

NOT JUST A ONE-PARTY PROBLEM
For the record, the revolving door is not limited to
Republicans, even though a GOP legislative supermajority might suggest they would be the most coveted
to woo their ex-colleagues.
Oklahoma Watch reports that former term-limited
Democratic Sen. Randy Bass is now representing
Flintco, a commercial construction company with
hundreds of millions of state contracts. Bass received
nearly $80 from three lobbyists in 2018, his last year
in the Legislature.
While we are only talking $80 here and $200 there,
it adds up. Reminiscent of former U.S. Sen. Everett
Dirksen, who reportedly observed, “A billion here, a
billion there, and pretty soon you’re talking real money.”
The revolving door isn’t a problem unique to Oklahoma. A new Public Citizen study found 59% [26 of
44] of former members of the 115th Congress from
2017-19 went through the proverbial “revolving door”
and are engaged in lobbying activities.
And handsome lobbyist salaries are considered
well worth it to special interests.
“They sell that they have unique access because
they’re a former legislator,” according to Blair Horner, the legislative director for the New York Public InCONTINUED ON PAGE 46
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Light hors d’oeuvres will be served. Wine and beer available for purchase.
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MEDICAID MOMENTUM
Successful Petition Drive
Knocks Stitt, Naysayers
On Their Political Heels

One Family’s Travails
Illustrate Value In
Healthcare Investment

BY ARNOLD HAMILTON

BY MARYANN MARTIN

ast month, SQ 802 proponents delivered an
eye-popping 313,677 signatures to the Secretary of State in their bid to force a statewide
vote next year on Medicaid expansion.
The record-shattering number of petition signees
no doubt gave Republican opponents of the health
care initiative – led by Gov. Kevin Stitt – pause, if not
outright heartburn.
Stitt has made clear he wants to derail Medicaid expansion, falsely claiming Oklahoma cannot afford to
accept it. Indeed, just two days before the SQ 802 signature drive ended, the governor’s office confirmed

For at least the past six years, our family has met
our health insurance deductible by the end of the
first quarter.
We are what you would call a “high utilization”
family of five with four members with chronic conditions that require ongoing, routine care and monitoring. One of our daughters has intensive occupational therapy from cerebral palsy and, by April
1 of every year, we begin paying a co-insurance on
our high deductible, low premium health insurance
coverage.
Put another way, by April 1 of every year, we have

L

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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SQ 802
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13

he is attempting to hire an “outside expert” to help
him craft an Oklahoma-centric alternative to State
Question 802.
And who’ll pay for it? The taxpayers.
Interesting, isn’t it, that Stitt campaigned as an
“outsider” who could better manage state government than the “insiders”? But hiring a private consultant is straight out of the “insiders” playbook.
When Capitol leaders don’t get the [political] answers
they want from in-house, state-salaried experts, they
invariably spend tax dollars to hire someone who’ll
give them what they want.
Except … even then, they don’t always get the answers they want. In fact, they often end up ignoring
the advice they get from their “outside” experts. Take
the Leavitt Report, for example.
In 2013, the state Capitol’s Republican-dominated
leadership did almost exactly what Stitt wants to do
now: hire someone to devise an Oklahoma alternative
to Medicaid expansion provided in – gasp! – ObamaCare.
At a time when state agencies were beginning to
endure Draconian budget cuts, state poobahs spent a
half-million in precious tax dollars to hire the firm of
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Utah’s former GOP governor, Mike Leavitt.
What did he propose? Take the ObamaCare money.
Leavitt projected it not only would cover about
200,000 of the state’s uninsured working poor, but
also would create between 12,000 and 15,000 jobs
with a statewide economic impact of $14.2 billion to
$17.9 billion. A no-brainer.
What did then-Gov. Mary Fallin and legislative leaders do? They ignored Leavitt’s recommendations, primarily because ObamaCare was viewed as politically
toxic in Oklahoma.
What was the result? Oklahoma’s already poor
health ratings skidded to the bottom nationally and
rural hospitals started going belly-up, unable to absorb the skyrocketing costs of uncompensated care.
Stitt now wants to repeat the process, hoping for a
different result. Remember the classic definition of
insanity?
The first-year governor can’t be blamed, of course,
for the foolishness and ineptitude that preceded his
tenure. But he is responsible for embracing the boneheaded approach as his own.
And it’s worth remembering Stitt was for Medicaid
expansion before he was against it. What self-respecting CEO wouldn’t accept a 9-1 federal return on every
state dollar spent on covering the working poor? Especially when considering the federal return is Oklahoma taxpayer dollars already sent to Washington.
Of course, just days later, Stitt reversed himself and
promised – a la congressional Republicans and Donald Trump – to produce a beautiful alternative that
would way exceed the pitiful, burdensome ObamaCare.
Maybe Stitt can pull a rabbit out of a hat. But
wouldn’t there already would be a federally-acceptable, Oklahoma-centric Medicaid expansion program
in place if it were so easy?
Stitt’s first mistake as governor was to buy into the
far-right anti-government tripe spread by the likes
of the Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs which
has worked overtime to thwart Medicaid expansion,
including an unsuccessful legal challenge to State
Question 802.
His second mistake was not utilizing the expertise
of the state’s recently retired, longtime Medicaid director, Rebecca Pasternik-Ikard, regarded nationally
as a Medicaid expert. Stitt replaced her as the Oklahoma Health Care Authority’s CEO with Kevin Corbett, a former chief financial officer at Lagoon Water
Solutions and senior partner with business consultants Ernst & Young.
There was a time, not so long ago, when Oklahoma
Republicans proclaimed they trusted the voters. Why
not on Medicaid expansion?

Family Costs
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13

paid up to $3,500 out of pocket in pre-tax dollars for
our health care.
Does that $150 payment at each of our daughter’s
weekly therapy sessions sting? Does that $150 payment at our specialist appointments hurt? Would we
rather use that money on other things?
It does and yes, we would. Even if we pay it pre-tax,
into a Health Savings Account.
But we do it. Every year. We grit our teeth and
do it. And we never think twice about making our
doctors’ appointments with specialists, we never
even dream about cancelling our daughter’s therapy
appointments, because we have the good fortune of
insurance to cover it and we know our good health
and our daughter’s independence as an adult depends on it [even if our health insurance is employer-based].
How do I know this? Why do I have faith in the Return On Investment we’re making in our health?
In my early 20s, I skimped on my health care and
eventually found out the endocrinology appointments I had avoided due to the cost of the appointments resulted in thyroid cancer from a long-growing mass that general practitioners had brushed off.
And in the nine years since my daughter’s in-utero
stroke was diagnosed, her cerebral palsy is almost
unnoticeable after years and years of therapy that
will continue to adulthood and maybe beyond.
Our family has reaped the benefits of proper monitoring and most importantly, preventative medicine.
We have seen it with our own eyes and live it with
our lives.
Now imagine if Oklahoma’s leaders looked at
health care the same way. Imagine if they looked
at it as an investment in our state’s long-term wellbeing, rather than as a “strings attached” agreement
from the evil federal government.
Because if the Martins were the state of Oklahoma and regarded our family’s health care needs
the same way our state leaders do, we would have
decided long ago that we needed to hoard the money
that goes to our deductible rather than investing in
our family’s future. Because the outcomes are not
immediate in nature – our daughter didn’t immediately gain good use of her right side, for instance –
we would have sunk that money into savings rather
than investing in our good health and improved
outcomes.
Gov. Kevin Stitt seems to think that repeating the
mantra “Top 10 State” will suddenly make it so. That
by the sheer will of his administration’s perpetual
repetition of the phrase, we will magically rise to the
top of rankings in the country. But his administration thus far seems unwilling to make the invest-

ments necessary to get us there.
Maybe his goal is to convince Oklahoma voters
he’s done his job simply by saying “Top 10 State!”
often enough.
Stitt literally has put more than the state’s share
to expand Medicaid – estimated to be around $150
million – into savings, rather than investing it in the
dire health needs of his state and foregoing $1 billion in federal dollars.
In other words, we have the money in the bank to
pay to expand Medicaid. But rather than getting a
new roof on the house, Stitt is going to set out pots
and pans to catch the rain when the ceiling leaks.
And Oklahoma’s ceiling is leaking. We have health
outcomes that across the board put Oklahoma in
the Bottom 10 in the nation. The Stitt administration would rather stand there and watch the house
go to ruin than spend money to fix the problem,
even if it seems insurmountable.
Yes, the first few years will be expensive as hundreds of thousands of Oklahomans, who previously
had no access to preventive medicine, gain access,
and our remarkably resilient and resourceful yet understaffed safety net of medical providers work with
these folks to get them to good health.
But the benefits are clear – mountains of research
details the health successes resulting from expanding Medicaid.
The population that gains access is slightly sicker,
older, and mostly men, but heart disease is caught
before it’s a triple bypass, and Type II diabetes is
controlled. In other words, these individuals are
getting access to care to prevent the most expensive form of health care: the emergency room. Ohio,
Louisiana, Iowa – hardly liberal bastions but the research on their states’ expansion show its success.
Finally, Stitt has said that he wants to sock away
money into our state’s savings to be like Texas. He
has an oddly specific goal to match the savings of a
state whose economy dwarfs our own.
First, no Oklahoman should want to be like Texas.
Certainly, when it comes to health, we definitely
don’t want to be like Texas. There are more comparable states whose poorest, most vulnerable populations have seen both improved health and social
outcomes from Medicaid expansion.
And when the tab comes, and we have to pay for it,
do what families like mine have done for years: just
pay it. It’s worth it.
MaryAnn Martin, PhD, is an Observer Advisory
Board member and board secretary for Variety Care,
a community health center in Central Oklahoma.
She previously worked at the state Medicaid agency, the Oklahoma Health Care Authority.
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Help Brighten Holidays
For Oklahoma’s Foster Kids

BY JOE DORMAN

There are almost 8,000 children in Oklahoma’s foster care system. Most of those are kids under 12
years old, and many of them also have brothers and
sisters in the system. Needless to say, it is important
for the state to recruit and retain foster parents so
that all these children have loving and safe homes.
Foster parents are performing one of the most important, selfless acts that we can ask of our fellow
Oklahomans. If you are a foster parent and are reading this, thank you for your service and the compassion you are demonstrating. If you are a foster
parent, you also know that opening your home to a
foster child can create serious strains on your family
budget.
As we approach the holiday season, many foster
families struggle to afford presents for their foster
children, as much as they would like to shower them
with gifts and attention.
That’s why the Oklahoma Institute for Child Advocacy [OICA] is proud to manage the OK Foster
Wishes project, a partnership with the Oklahoma Department of Human Services [DHS] and its Holiday
Hope campaign. Through OK Foster Wishes, we help
distribute more than 4,500 presents to children in
foster care coming from over 60 counties across the
state [the remaining 17 counties already have local
gift drive programs]. What’s more, these are presents that have been personally requested by each
foster child through a “wish list” submitted to their
DHS caseworker.
We are looking for Oklahomans who are willing to
purchase gifts off of these wish lists, averaging about
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$75 per list, to help support the many thousands
of foster families struggling to make ends meet. In
addition, we need donors who will contribute financial support to help buy gifts for unfulfilled lists and
also keep the program operating. If you would like to
make a donation or receive a wish list, you can do so
at OKFosterWishes.org starting Nov. 11.
We normally start our OK Foster Wishes campaign
on Nov. 1, so we are getting a late start this year. We
hope our generous donors can help us make up for
lost time!
I want to take a moment to write about why this
program has been delayed, and to encourage Oklahomans to consider another way they can help those
who are in-need.
Miranda, our OK Foster Wishes Program Director, is
on temporary extended leave. She writes, “The past
month has been incredibly difficult for my family. We
were blindsided by the diagnosis of our oldest son
with Acute Myeloid Leukemia, an aggressive form of
cancer. We have been in the hospital since October
1st. We are soon to start his second round of chemo
then will likely go to bone marrow transplant. We appreciate all of the love and support.”
Miranda has a request for anyone who would like
to help those fighting cancer: consider adding your
name to a registry of potential bone marrow donors.
There is an easy way everyone can get on the donor
registry – and all it takes is a quick cheek swab. If
you are so moved, go to Be The Match Bone Marrow Registry [bethematch.org] to learn how to be a
donor.
Peyton Stacy, our OICA Office Coordinator, will be
filling in for Miranda until she is able to return to
work. If you would like to volunteer for OK Foster
Wishes or have a question about the program, she
can be reached at pstacy@oica.org.
Finally, if you are moved to become a foster parent, please go to okdhs.org for more information.
OK Foster Wishes was formed by many kindhearted
souls with the ultimate goal of finding a foster home
for every youth in need in our state. Working with
DHS, you can learn what it takes to become a foster parent and make a real difference in the life of a
child.
Thank you again for those strong supporters of the
OK Foster Wishes program and the work done by
OICA. Your help ensures the holidays are bright for
Oklahoma’s foster children!
Former state Rep. Joe Dorman is CEO of the Oklahoma Institute for Child Advocacy.

A Powerful Case For
New Era Of Desegregation
BY JOHN THOMPSON

E

ven liberals and black people in Oklahoma
City tend to recall what didn’t work with
the school integration ordered by Dowell
v. Board of Education [1969]. However, the
words “forced busing” tend to drive out memories of
the bigger picture. Even the worst failures of courtordered desegregation pale in comparison with the
horrific history of Jim Crow, or the racist reaction to
integration and “white flight” to suburban schools.
Neither do we remember the logic of Oklahoma City
v. Dowell [1991] that ended the federal court’s effort
to provide equal education to black kids. Children of
the Dream: Why School Integration Works, by Rucker
Johnson and Alexander Nazaryan explains that the
U.S. Supreme Court ruled that “compliance with de-

segregation for a ‘reasonable time’ means that it [the
OKCPS] ‘was unlikely’ to ‘return to its former ways.’”
Does “former ways” mean that children of color
from generational poverty who have survived multiple traumas would or would not be taught by overwhelmed, inexperienced, often untrained teachers in
huge classes, inside underfunded schools?
Johnson and Nazaryan present a powerful case for
a new era of desegregation – one that would require
more than mere compliance. Johnson and Nazaryan
refute the widely held belief that integration and the
War on Poverty failed. They show that desegregation
led to a significant narrowing of racial achievement
gap, without damaging the educations of whites. This
is because court-ordered desegregation led to sharp
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increases in per student funding and class size reductions for blacks.
Johnson and Nazaryan draw upon social science to
document the victories achieved by integration when
combined with increased spending on schools and
high-quality early education. Blacks who were not exposed to integration didn’t see increases in education
attainment. Similarly, black students with greater exposure to white classmates, but without significant
increases in funding, didn’t make gains comparable
to those who those who benefited from investments
in smaller class size and better paid teachers.
Black students’ gains correlated with years of integration exposure. The estimated effect of integration
over all 12 years was the elimination of the whiteblack achievement gap! Blacks who were desegregated in elementary school had a decline of 22% in the
probability of incarceration. A five-year exposure to
integration led to a 30% increase in annual earnings,
an 11% decline in the annual incidence of poverty, an
11% increase in very good or excellent health, and a
25% increase in family income. A major reason for
that gain was that integration correlated with an increase in marital stability.
25% increase in funding over all school
years could eliminate the achievement gap
between low-income and non-poor students.
Integration’s benefits were especially
noteworthy when combined with increased spending
and early education. A 10% increase in funding for a
low-income student’s 12 years in public schools led
to 9.6% increase in earnings.
When low-income students were exposed to Head
Start and the same 12-year increase in funding, their
subsequent earnings doubled. The effects of Head
Start washed out, however, when students then attended under-funded K-12 schools.
It should also be stressed that high-quality pre-K
was a holistic process that produced a range of longterm benefits. D. Keith Osburn, a founder of Head
Start, warned that Head Start should not just be a
reading program, but a whole child process. Integration of schools, like the desegregation of health care
institutions and early interventions for children, also
produced huge gains in the health of black people.
For instance, hospital desegregation in Mississippi
led to decline in black mortality rates by 65%, driven
in part by improvements in infants’ health.
The evidence presented in Children of the Dream
is very consistent with the Stanford University Educational Opportunity Project, led by Sean Reardon,
which was described in the October Oklahoma Observer. Reardon concludes that the racial achievement gap in schools is the result of “two phenomena
– racial segregation and economic inequality – [that]
are intertwined because students of color are concentrated in high-poverty schools.”
The study finds:
We have no example of a school district where
minority students disproportionately attend high

A
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poverty schools that does not have a large racial
achievement gap. If it were possible to create equal
educational opportunity under conditions of segregation and economic inequality, some community
– among the thousands of districts in the country –
would have done so.
None have. Separate is still unequal.
ohnson’s and Nazaryan’s research reaches the
same conclusion as Reardon, who explains,
“There’s a common argument these days that
maybe we should stop worrying about segregation and just create high-quality schools everywhere.” But “this study shows that it doesn’t seem to
be possible.” The Children of the Dream also shows
that the faith in school reform as the answer is simplistic; school reform failed because of its “faulty assumption that there is only one place to look.”
While personal prejudice can’t be discounted,
Johnson and Nazaryan stress institutional racism
in undermining school improvement. After all, our
urban schools have been devastated by both white
and black flight to the suburbs. Moreover, corporate
school reforms were a bipartisan experiment where
whites and blacks, conservatives, liberals, and neoliberals tried to use the stress of high stakes testing,
and segregation by school choice to overcome the
stress of generational poverty and de jure segregation.
For example, the Obama administration put No
Child Left Behind on steroids, using test score
growth [estimated by an invalid and unreliable statistical model, to fire veteran teachers], closing lowperforming schools, and subsidizing charter schools
that increase economic segregation. Memphis and
Tennessee were key participants in its Race to the
Top [RttT].
In 2011, President Barack Obama [who I love, despite his education policy] gave the commencement
address at Booker T. Washington in Memphis. The
RttT’s market-driven reforms were supposed to be a
“curative force” for inequality. Accountability-driven
reform was credited with increasing the graduation
rate from 55% to 82%.
By 2016, Booker T. Washington was another “poster child” for failed schools. It proved to be easier to
“exit” teachers than staff high-poverty segregated
classrooms. Students who were taught by one substitute after another were not provided an equal education.
Does that anecdote ring true for Oklahoma, where
the generously funded but doomed Obama-era reforms – that were designed to “exit” many veteran
teachers – were replaced by massive budget cuts
resulting in huge numbers of emergency certified
teachers facing impossibly large classes?
hildren of the Dream also documents the
opportunity costs which accompanied the
reformers’ rejection of holistic policies that
tackled the interconnected causes of school
dysfunction. The few remaining socio-economic in-
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tegration efforts, such as in Louisville, KY, and Wake
Forest, NC, were producing real improvements. They
provided a “partial blueprint for how diversity in
schools can be achieved.” Louisville, for instance,
assigned top principals to high-challenge schools so
teachers would choose to follow them. But school
reform sucked the oxygen out of them, as a conservative backlash undermined the legal foundation for
desegregation.
Even so, lessons learned from holistic policies are
also relevant to Oklahoma.
First, schools and communities should incentivize integration. Louisville found that the push for diversity works when combined with choices, such as
their 20 magnet schools. Nearly 90% of parents supported the district’s diversity efforts.

Second, Johnson and Nazaryan cite Cincinnati’s
community partnerships and its efforts to desegregate housing. I would add that Cincinnati took the
lead in developing full service community schools.
Lacking a magic wand that could eradicate segregation, I’d prioritize community schools and partnerships that allow the full diversity of integrated communities to bring those assets into schools and bring
students out of their buildings and into the full diversity of society.
John Thompson is an award-winning historian
who became an inner-Oklahoma City teacher after
the “Hoova” set of the Crips took over his neighborhood and he became attached to the kids in the drug
houses. Now retired, he is the author of A Teacher’s
Tale: Learning, Loving, and Listening to Our Kids.

Keep Hands On Wheel, Eyes On Road
BY RON SHARP
As I write this column, the bill request deadline
is a little over a month away. So far, only eight bills
have been filed, including three of mine. One, SB
1088, continues my efforts at trying to reduce the
number of accidents and deaths caused by distracted driving in Oklahoma.
According to the Oklahoma Highway Safety Office’s [OHSO] 2018 Oklahoma Crash Facts, more
than 90% of the 8,800 crashes caused by distracted
driving were not due to alcohol, drugs, drowsiness

or illness. Everyone realizes how dangerous drunk
driving but it seems many don’t consider looking at
one’s phone while driving a big issue.
The 21,000 Oklahomans who were involved in
those 8,800 crashes last year would tell you it is a
big deal and not to do it.
The families of the 35 people who died last year as
a result of someone else or their loved ones messing
with their phone while behind the wheel would tell
you nothing on your phone, social media or the internet is more important than your life and the lives
sharing the road with you.
There has been some confusion as to what the law
is in Oklahoma.
Currently, it is illegal to text, surf the internet or
post to social media while driving a vehicle. However, drivers are still allowed to hold their phone to
talk.
SB 1088 would make holding a phone or other
electronic device while they are driving illegal. We
need Oklahomans to put their phones down. It’s
2019 and I’m almost certain every phone has some
kind of hands-free technology to allow you talk
while driving. There will be a speaker option or you
can get accessories to allow you to talk without
holding the phone.
We have three families in our Senate district who
lost loved ones last year because of distracted driving. While I don’t know if the drivers were distracted
by cell phones, I can almost guarantee at least one
of those accidents was caused by someone paying
more attention to their electronic device than the
road.
The largest group of offenders are some of the
state’s most inexperienced drivers, those 20-29
years of age. Of the 8,800 crashes, nearly 1,800 drivers admitted that some kind of hand-held electronic
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device distracted them, and the largest group was
15-29 years old. The scary thing is that law enforcement notes that distracted driving is largely self-reported so they know the numbers are much higher.
How sad is it that we even have to file such legislation?
It should just be common sense not to take your
eyes off the road or hands off the wheel, but too
many think nothing bad will happen to them if they
just take a peak at Facebook for two seconds or
search for a nearby restaurant or read that one short
email.
Think of this – would you close your eyes for 10
seconds while driving down the road? That’s exactly
what you’re doing when you’re messing with your
phone while driving.

In 2015, I was original Senate author of HB 1965,
known as the Trooper Nicholas Dees and Trooper
Keith Burch Act that outlawed texting while driving.
In an effort to get that through the legislative process, we made the entire Senate Public Safety committee the author of the bill.
I’m praying that my colleagues realize how important SB 1088 is and get it to the governor’s desk
next year. I filed this exact bill in 2017 but it wasn’t
even given a hearing in the Senate Public Safety
Committee. Hopefully, that won’t be the case this
session.
We’ve got to do all we can to make Oklahoma
roads safer.
Shawnee Republican Ron Sharp represents District
17 in the Oklahoma Senate.

Around Oklahoma

Navigators Available To Help With ACA Enrollment
Sixteen health insurance Navigators, trained and
certified by the federal government and the State
of Oklahoma Insurance Department are available to
provide free, local help to Oklahomans with questions about health insurance, including assistance
enrolling in a policy through the Federal Health Insurance Exchange, also known as the Marketplace.
The corps of Navigators is comprised, for the most
part, of attorneys and paralegals employed by Legal Aid Services of Oklahoma [LASO], the statewide
non-profit organization which received the current
Navigator grant to provide outreach and enrollment
assistance.
This year’s open enrollment period, the six weeks

in which consumers may sign up for a new health insurance policy through the Marketplace and/or make
changes in their current coverage, continues through
Dec. 15.
LASO Navigators are located in Oklahoma City, Altus, Ardmore, Bartlesville, Guymon, Hugo, Lawton,
McAlester, Muskogee, Norman, Poteau, Stillwater,
Tulsa, Weatherford and Woodward. All are available
for appointments with individuals and/or families
wanting information on their health insurance options as well as to make presentations to groups.
For information on finding help in your area of the
state, contact Gayla Machell, Navigator project coordinator, at 405.557.0049 or gayla.machell@laok.org.

Human Rights Day Events Set For Dec. 7
Oklahoma’s annual Human Rights Day observance
will be Dec. 7 at the State Capitol.
The event carries on a tradition that was started
many years ago by the Oklahoma Human Rights
Commission, which was later disbanded by Gov.
Mary Fallin.
The Oklahoma Universal Human Rights Alliance
was formed to continue the work of the commission,
and proudly carries on this tradition honoring individuals and organizations in our state that embody
the meaning of human rights where we live.
The Human Rights awards program is jointly sponsored by the Oklahoma Universal Human Rights Alliance in collaboration with the Oklahoma City Chapter
of the United Nations Association of the USA.
“We are proud to support the values expressed in
the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, celebrated annually around the world on De20 • NOVEMBER 2019

cember 10,” said OKUHRA Vice-President John Walters, who helps organize the award program.
“It’s vital to continuously raise awareness about
these fundamental rights that every human being
should enjoy, and to recognize those who contribute
to righting wrongs and assuring justice.”
Any Oklahoman can nominate a person or organization for the award; the deadline for 2019 nominations already has passed. The deadline for nominations is Nov. 1 each year. For more information, visit
okhumanrights.org.
The 2019 Human Rights Day Observance Ceremony will take place at 10 a.m. on Dec. 7 in the Oklahoma Senate Conference Room 535, with lunch to
follow after the ceremony. Each honoree will give a
short speech as part of the program.
The full slate of awardees will be announced on the
website in early December.
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Good People Giving Hope
BY JOE LITTLEJOHN
Some days it seems to me that the news coming
from Washington, DC, and Oklahoma City – and even
from our local communities – cannot become much
more distressing.
Elected officials by the truckload steal, lie, curse,
use our tax dollars for their wicked personal gain.
Ordinary people become swollen with hate for the
other side. Sometimes they kill other people just
because they don’t like what the victims do or what
they look, like even when none of it hurts them personally.
Then, on national TV, our president uses vulgar
names for his opponents and throws veiled and notso-veiled threats. He calls people who won’t take his
stance against impeachment, even when they are
impeccable military people or veterans, “scum.”
On really bad days, I almost wish I could take a
drink and make the real world become only a blur.
Three weeks ago, however, something happened
to cheer me up. I am almost 85 years old, and I had
my first fall, actually my first two falls – one on a
Saturday, the other the next day, Sunday. The first
fall came in my backyard, on a concrete walk. The

second time I fell was in the house; I hurt my back
but required no medical treatment.
In the outdoor fall, I wasn’t running or skipping,
just walking. Just enjoying the cool morning while
I watched the younger of my two dogs, Priscilla, energized by the outdoors and the cool air, run around
the fence row time after time.
I fell down halfway on the sidewalk, halfway on the
grass, inflicting what we later counted in the ER as
nine lacerations. Fortunately, my head landed on the
grass so that I got no concussion. But I ripped the
skin back on 13 inches of my left forearm, and blood
gushed out rapidly. I was able to get up and trail
blood all along the walk and into the house, through
five rooms in the house to get a towel to wrap my
arm so that I could call 911.
From the moment that an ambulance staffed by
two men arrived through four hours in the ER and
the home healthcare and physical therapy I have
received since, I encountered 20 people who didn’t
curse me or rough me up, who didn’t tell me how
much they hate those Republicans – or those Democrats.
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Every one of them, all 20, handled me tenderly,
talking to me kindly, and did everything I can imagine to ease my pain.
Yes, I know that’s what they’re paid to do. That’s
what they’re trained to do; it’s part of their jobs. But
what they did was more than that, and I’ll mention
just several examples of what I mean.
One example happened in ER. In the frenzy of getting into the ambulance that picked me up at home,
I didn’t bring my address book with me. At almost
85, I have lost most of my ride-share friends; and I
couldn’t remember the phone numbers of anyone
else. When I told an ER nurse about my dilemma,
she told other nurses; and they set about solving the
problem.
The solution: When shifts changed, two of the
nurses very carefully loaded me into a car belonging to one of them, gathered up my supplies, drove
me home, helped me unlock my front door and get
settled inside. No, no – no tip for such service. Just
smiles and good wishes.
Another example involves all the home health
nurses. They treated me gently – as just another
human being, never once as a little dried up soon-tobe-85-year-old man, never once calling me “hon” or
“sweetie.” They called me “Joe” or “Mr. Littlejohn”
and carried on interesting conversation between
equals. Several even hugged me “goodbye.”
Sure, they get paid for it. But they earn their pay

through kindness and intelligence. They do good
deeds above and beyond their jobs. A remarkable
instance of that is a single woman nurse who, in
addition to her full-time job, cares for two foster
children – one two years old, the other two months
old. She beams when she talks about them. And why
does she do it? Because their parents didn’t take
care of them.
The last example I’ll mention involves several
Walmart shoppers, who, noticing my bandaged forehead and arm coupled with halting step, offered to
get me a shopping cart and to reach items out of my
reach. Perhaps the most touching encounter happened in the parking lot: A frail white-haired woman,
who surely looked less able-bodied than I, offered to
help me load my grocery items into my car.
So through a painful time, more than 20 really
good people helped me forget for a few days about
the hate, the verbal battles, the near-wars that many
elected officials stir up. Simple reminders that there
are still some good people in the world. Maybe even
most people are good.
At least, now I can hope.
Joe Littlejohn, co-director of the Bryan County
Coalition Against Hunger, is retired from Southeastern Oklahoma State University, where he worked
27 years as professor, chair of the Department of
English, Humanities, and Languages, and dean of
the School of Arts and Letters.

If Columbus Had Been A Christian ...
BY MARK Y.A. DAVIES
If Columbus had been a Jesus follower rather
than an Empire Christian, he would have respected
that the lands he happened upon were inhabited
and he would have engaged the indigenous persons
as equal siblings in humanity rather than abuse,
torture, murder, and enslave them. He and his
shipmates would have conducted themselves as respectful guests in a home not their own rather than
cutting off persons’ hands who did not provide them
with enough gold and raping and murdering their
children.
If Columbus had been a Jesus follower rather than
an Empire Christian, upon his return to Europe, he
would have made an impassioned plea to only have
peaceful contact with his newly found friends rather
than conquer them, displace them, and commit
genocide against them. He would have argued that
the indigenous persons’ land and freedom were not
for the taking and their ways and lives should be
respected and not molded into a European image.
Good people from good countries would have respected that people already lived in what we now call
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the Americas and would never have forcefully taken
the land. They may have entered into trade agreements and some cross cultural exchange, but they
would have gone back to Europe and said that the
land they found is inhabited by people and that it
was their sacred duty to respect these persons and
not invade and destroy them.
If the European countries had been Jesus followers and not Empire Christians, loving rather than
conquering the indigenous people would have been
the only appropriate response to encountering new
siblings on our planet. Imagine what a different
world it might have been had Europeans followed
the way of Jesus rather than the way of Empire!
But they didn’t follow the way of Jesus and left the
death and suffering of millions of persons in their
wake, and Jesus wept…. uncontrollably and without
consolation.
Mark Y.A. Davies is the Wimberly Professor of Social and Ecological Ethics and director of the World
House Institute for Social and Ecological Responsibility at Oklahoma City University.
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Grifter-In-Chief Keeps Enriching Self
BY GARY EDMONDSON
Article II, Section 1, Clause 7 of the U.S. Constitution states: “The President shall, at stated Times,
receive for his Services, a Compensation which shall
neither be encreased nor diminished during the
Period for which he shall have been elected, and he
shall not receive within that Period any other Emolument from the United States, or any of them.”
NBC News, Sept. 3: “President Donald Trump suggested that Vice President Mike Pence stay at his
Irish golf club on an official trip funded by taxpayer
dollars, Pence’s chief of staff Marc Short told reporters Tuesday … Rather than stay in Dublin, where he
is set for a day of meetings and events with Irish officials, Pence is making the back-and-forth trip from
Doonbeg to Dublin, more than an hour flight each
way.”
A week later, Daily Kos added that the Pence family boondoggle in Doonbeg “cost U.S. Taxpayers
$600,000 for the limos alone” to follow the Pences
around town. Flights and limos, but Trumpistas
silently assign the tab to American citizens in order
for Trump get paid by the U.S. Treasury for the stays
at his resorts and the free publicity this brings.
Pretty clear case of an extra emolument.
On Sept. 20, Huffington Post reported, “The U.S.
Air Force was spending nearly $200,000 at President Donald Trump’s Turnberry golf resort.” More
money from the U.S. Treasury funneled directly into
Trump’s pockets. Another extra emolument.
“The Air Force contract to refuel military planes at
Glasgow Prestwick Airport near Trump’s Scottish resort as service members stayed at Turnberry,” HuffPost continues, “is being investigated by the House
Oversight Committee and the military. The committee is probing whether the arrangement was an
attempt to use taxpayer funds to bail out the struggling Turnberry and the financially ailing airport.”
In September, ABC News reported the, “Pentagon
spent at least $184,000 at Trump Turnberry resort
in Scotland.” This is to pay for personnel stays at
Trump’s resort. What’s worse is that the fuel for our
airplanes “could have been obtained more cheaply
at an American military base,” HuffPost reported
earlier in the month. There are likely cheaper rooms
available for military personnel at military bases – as
in bought and paid for by American taxpayers – than
at Trump’s resort.
As the Pentagon is part of the U.S. government, it
is not supposed to be paying extra emoluments to
any president.
But we can’t be surprised when it has cost us

[U.S.] more than $100 million get our golfer-in-chief
to his resorts – where the stays, according to another HuffPost story, put money in his own pocket and
that Trump routinely praises during his visits.
“During his trip to Scotland last year, for example,
Trump wrote: ‘I have arrived in Scotland and will
be at Trump Turnberry for two days of meetings,
calls and hopefully, some golf – my primary form of
exercise! The weather is beautiful, and this place is
incredible!’
“‘His top priority with these trips is not the business of the American people, it’s the business of the
Trump Organization,’ said Jordan Libowitz of the
Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington. ‘The American presidency has become another
tool to advertise his golf properties.’”
That advertisement “cost taxpayers at least $3
million beyond what they would have spent if Trump
had simply stayed in London, according to HuffPost’s analysis.”
Always on the grift, Trump announced at August’s
G-7 summit, via Daily Kos, that, “his financially
troubled Doral resort near Miami is ‘perfect’ for next
year’s G-7 meeting.” This would have provided “a
multi-million-dollar windfall into a club whose revenues have fallen by 69% in the last two years.”
Article I, Section 9, Clause 8 of our Constitution
extends the ban on extra emoluments “from any
King, Prince, or foreign State.” The business of
America was never meant to be conducted to enrich
elected officials and their families. It’s right there in
the Constitution for all to read.
So, after public pressure forced Trump to cancel
this scam, our “very stable genius” with “great and
unmatched wisdom,” ranted against “you people
with this phony Emoluments Clause.”
The emoluments clauses are very real. Not phony.
And – no surprise – our liar-in-chief adds another
one to his 14,000 or so by reneging on his oath of
office “to the best of my Ability, preserve, protect
and defend the Constitution of the United States.”
And those conservative, strict-constructionist
Republicans in Congress whose words, silence or
evasions defend Trump’s indefensible grifting also
swore to “support and defend” the Constitution and
not, as in the case of many senators-and-futureimpeachment-jurors, line up to see what bribes they
can get for officially endorsing this breach of the
Constitution.
Duncan resident Gary Edmondson is chair of the
Stephens County Democratic Party.
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A Dream Come True
BY TOM TEMPLE

W

hile Alice Iddi-Gubbels was teaching at
Westminster School in Oklahoma City,
she had a dream. Her dream was to return to the village in Northern Ghana
where she grew up and start a school.
Not just any school, but a child-centered school
that would begin teaching young children in their native language and slowly transition them to English,
which is the official language of the country.
In 2007 Alice began to realize that dream, creating
PAMBE Ghana as a registered not-for-profit organization and moving back to Ghana. PAMBE Ghana is an
acronym for Partnership for Mother Tongue-Based Bilingual Education in Ghana. PAMBE is also a word in
the local Mamprusi language meaning “abundance.”
In 2008, the first classroom of the school was built
by members of the local community. It started with
40 students in pre-school, and a trained faculty of
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three teachers.
A grade was added each year, and now there are 279
students from pre-school through sixth grade 6, 10
teachers, and eight teaching assistants, as well as
enough classrooms for all, a library and a solar-powered computer lab.
For the past 11 years, PAMBE Ghana’s Global Market has provided Oklahomans with an opportunity
to support La’Angum Learning Center in Northern
Ghana while purchasing unique art and unusual
gifts made by artisans in Ghana and other developing
countries.
This year the Global Market opened Oct. 29 on the
first floor at OKC’s 50 Penn Place [southeast corner
of Pennsylvania Avenue and Northwest Expressway.
The space was generously donated by In-Rel Properties.
The Market is Oklahoma’s largest volunteer-staffed

fair trade store, with over 50 volunteers keeping it
open from 12-6, Tuesdays through Fridays, and 10-6
on Saturdays until Dec. 24.
The Global Market began in 2009 as a means of introducing Oklahomans to PAMBE Ghana’s La’Angum
Learning Center and to fair trade. This unique combination ensures that all purchases suppor the artist
who made it, and benefit PAMBE Ghana.
Global Market volunteers are well versed about fair
trade and about the La’Angum Learning Center and
are eager to share interesting stories about Market
products and the school.
Items in the shop are purchased from all over the
world and come directly from artisans and producers, or through fair trade businesses [members of the
Fair Trade Federation or TransFair USA]. Artisans and
producers are paid a fair price for their product when
it leaves their hands.
Fair Trade criteria also guarantees safe working
conditions, quality control, marketing assistance, no
child labor, and a continuing, supportive relationship
between sellers and buyers.
Alice’s dream continues to grow, thanks to dedicated supporters and volunteers in Oklahoma, Canada
and around the globe. The local communities surrounding the school provide the engineering and labor for building and maintaining the school, along
with donating foodstuffs and cooking the daily lunchtime meal.
Four classes have already graduated and gone on to
junior high school in a neighboring town.

This summer the first graduating class sat for the
national comprehensive tests and all placed in the
top of their class and have gone on to high school.
For more information about PAMBE Ghana and the
Global Market, visit www.Pambeghana.org.
OKC designer/builder Tom Temple is a long-time
friend of Alice Iddi-Gubbels and a member of the
PAMBE Ghana board of directors. The provided photos show PAMBE school in Ghana and products
available at the OKC market.
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On Political Correctness
BY RANDOLPH M. FEEZELL

R

ecently the editorial pages of a major metropolitan newspaper included an exchange
about political correctness, although the
term was never explicitly mentioned. The
subject of the discussion was an “Inclusive Language
Guide” compiled by a task force at one of the state’s
universities.
If you think discussions of political correctness are
old hat, think again. For the people who compiled the
list of words and phrases that might offend, harm, or
marginalize members of certain groups, there’s still
a lot of work to be done to cleanse our language of
insensitive usages.
For those who use the term in a derisive way, the
rejection of political correctness [PC] is a central part
of their political worldview and, for some, a powerful motivation for supporting Trump. He “tells it like
it is.” He “doesn’t pull punches.” He’s “not afraid to
say what he thinks.” Trump’s supporters love him, in
part, because he’s not “politically correct.”
I think Trumpsters mistake his rudeness, bullying,
and adolescent name-calling for a rejection of namby-
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pamby liberal PC. But Trump’s bluster isn’t a rejection of political correctness; it’s immature schoolyard incivility. His rhetorical skills rarely advance
beyond the level of ad hominems: personal attacks
that ignore argumentation.
However, in the minds of many Trumpsters he is a
symbol for a rejection of the real thing – which they
associate with snooty campus liberals and urban
elites who want to tell ordinary people how to talk.
Since I’m a card-carrying liberal [of a certain kind]
who spent the better part of his adult life hobnobbing
with tenured radicals – while never quite escaping the
influences of red dirt and baseball fields – the recent
controversy caused me to think about a number of
questions associated with political correctness.
The inclusive language guide is, in many ways, remarkably straightforward. The document expresses
the sensibilities and reasoning of educators [and others] who are the enemy, according to Fox viewers and
the conservative media more generally. This guide
provided ammunition for conservative pundits to pillory liberals for the silliness and absurdity of PC gone

wild. Does the guide deserve scorn? It’s an excellent
test case for evaluating PC.
After an introduction that insists “the guide is not
about political correctness” [of course it is!] or “policing grammar,” it runs for eight pages. The goal is
“helping everyone on campus feel welcomed, respected, and valued.”
here are 50 separate categories of words or
phrases to avoid. Here are some examples:
basket case, birth defect, the blind [or dead],
cake walk, colored, crazy/nuts, depressed,
dumb, dwarf, epileptic, Eskimo, freshman, ghetto,
handicapped/disabled, ladies and gentlemen, Hispanic, hold down the fort, homosexual, illegal immigrant,
Indian, retarded, mankind, male/female, Mr./Mrs./Ms.,
Oriental, paraplegic, peanut gallery, pow wow, rule of
thumb, sold down the river, starving, thug, transgendered, tribe, uppity, war/go to war, wheelchair bound.
Many elements in the list are surprising; as a whole
it is off-putting. Linguistic landmines are everywhere.
To open one’s mouth and fall into cliché’ and traditional modes of speech is to invite possible insensitivity. Yet according to the language scolds who compiled the list, the way we speak reflects a history of
prejudice and current inequality in America.
In the guide I have found at least seven different reasons for avoiding language that might offend, harm,
or make people feel bad. I’ll mention some of them,
then focus on reasons that appear most frequently
in the guide. [My list of reasons is incomplete, but
representative.]
There are words or phrases that express cultural
disrespect, suggest stereotypes, or involve unintentional insensitivity that might harm. There’s also
some miscellaneous grammatical scolding. [“Transgender” is an adjective, so it never requires an “ed”
– “transgendered” is grammatically incorrect.]
According to the guide, if we use “tribe” or “pow
wow” outside of culturally specific contexts, that is,
outside of direct references to actual Native American groups or practices, it’s inappropriate. We are
told that using “pow wow” as a verb or a noun [“Let’s
pow wow.” Or “Our family pow wow decided to go to
Disneyland.”] is improper. Why?
his recommendation [as well as others]
seems deaf to the expressiveness and power of using metaphors – and it’s difficult to
see why these metaphorical usages are disrespectful. When I speak of Trump’s “tribalism,” or
when I say “I have to go to war today at the meeting,”
I’m being neither disrespectful to Native Americans
nor insensitive to those who have actually gone to
war. I’m using metaphors to express my meaning.
“I’m starving” means that I’m extremely hungry. No
one should interpret this as an insensitive reference
to famine victims. “I’m addicted to Netflix” shouldn’t
offend the recovering addict, who should understand
the comparison.
Using “Eskimo,” “Hispanic,” and “illegal immigrant” supposedly stereotypes individuals in certain
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ways. These usages, which seem harmless, are related to historical meanings and etymological research
that raise questions – and involve a deeper problem:
an appeal to original meaning, one of three reasons
for avoiding words and phrases that appear most frequently in the guide.
By far the most frequently cited reason [over half
of the examples in eight pages] for avoiding certain
words and phrases involves an appeal to origins, to
original meaning. Unfortunately this appeal also goes
by another name in books on logic and critical thinking: the genetic fallacy.
In one widely used college text on informal logic,
this type of faulty reasoning is defined by T. Edward
Damer as follows: it “consists in evaluating a thing
in terms of its earlier context and then carrying over
that evaluation to the thing in its present.”
“The genetic fallacy occurs when one attempts to
reduce the significance of an idea, person, practice,
or institution merely to an account of its origin [genesis] or its earlier forms, thereby overlooking the development, regression, or difference to be found in it
in the present situation.”
he strategy associated with the genetic fallacy is to assess current linguistic meaning
in light of the origin or source [genesis] of
the word or phrase. Original usage is supposed to be the basis for a current norm that regulates meaning and linguistic behavior.
Some examples. Cake walk. Crazy. Hip hip hooray!
Hold down the fort! Indian. Long time no see. No can
do. Oriental. Paddy wagon. Peanut Gallery. Sold down
the river. Grandfather clause. Uppity.
Perhaps the most well-known example of the genetic fallacy associated with PC concerns the phrase
“rule of thumb,” whose current meaning usually refers to a general rule. The guide says the phrase “has
been said to derive from the belief that English law
allowed a man to beat his wife with a stick so long as
it was no thicker than his thumb.”
The argument involves two elements: first, a historical claim about original meaning; second, the assumption that facts about original meaning are the
basis for avoiding this usage, despite a different current meaning.
This strategy depends on the truth of claims about
original meaning. It’s surprising that the authors of
the guide included “rule of thumb,” since the claims
about historical meaning and English law have largely been debunked. If claims about original meaning
turn out to be unwarranted, false, or incomplete, the
argument is rendered a weapon shooting blanks. The
first lesson: be cautious in accepting the historical
claims involved.
Moreover, even if historical claims about original
meaning are true, why are they relevant for evaluating current linguistic practices? The genetic fallacy
is typically classified as a fallacy of irrelevance, because the truth of claims or the evaluation of current
practices is independent of appeals to origins. The

T
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key critical question is: How is past meaning relevant
for the evaluation of current usage? In other words,
what is the assumption that fuels the argument? It’s
left dangling – unclear and unsupported.
here is a curiosity in instances of PC related to the genetic fallacy. On the one hand,
the appeal to origins places a primacy on
the past for evaluating some current usage,
which doesn’t reflect the past. Yet the whole point is
to change current usage to counteract bad origins.
But current usage doesn’t reflect these origins – so
what’s the point of the exercise?
In so far as current usage doesn’t reflect past usage, it doesn’t offend anyone – except those with esoteric knowledge of the history of certain words and
phrases. The inclusive language task force seems to
regret that there’s so few people who are offended by
current usages, because people ought to be offended
by original meaning and change the way they talk. A
very curious state of affairs.
The second most oft-cited reason for avoiding a certain word or phrase is that it “generalizes the population and minimizes personhood.” Don’t say “the
blind” [the deaf, CP victim, dumb, epileptic, handicapped, retarded, and so forth]. We ought to say, “Person who is blind,” [“person with…,” “person who…,”
“person of…,”]. Always use “person-first language.”
I am genuinely puzzled by the nature of the supposed invidious generalizations, and especially by
the claim that failing to place “person” first in some
phrase describing a personal characteristic minimizes personhood. What does it mean to “minimize personhood” by failing to be fastidious in placing “person” first? I don’t know. I’m simply unsure how we’re
disrespecting a person by identifying the disability
first in speech and in writing.
A third reason that appears frequently in the guide
involves words or phrases [he or she, ladies and
gentlemen, Mr./Mrs./Ms., male/female] that are insensitive because they fail to recognize [or implicitly
exclude] persons who claim non-binary gender identities. Don’t use language that assumes only two gender identities – and be aware of the difference between
biology [male/female] and gender [man/woman].
Inclusive language must recognize another category of persons: Gender non-binary/Gender non-conforming.
e understand a sensibility that wants to
be sympathetic to those whose lives don’t
fit neatly into categories embodied in traditional modes of writing and speaking.
Yet it is hard to be charitable here. We should ask
ourselves a central question: What does it mean to
“include” and “exclude” when we speak and act?
There is a deep assumption [actually, there are
several assumptions] at the heart of political correctness. The assumption is that when taken literally, modes of speech exclude groups; speech reflects
inequalities that must be addressed. Speech should
reflect [perfectly? adequately?] complex categories of
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social life. This is supposedly true despite the fact
that the intentions of speakers, as well as shared
meanings, do not exclude.
Why shouldn’t intended meaning be sufficient to
pass the moral language test required by PC warriors? Past meaning need not trump current meaning – and literal meaning need not trump intended
meaning.
The inclusive language guide expresses a feckless
mixture of bad reasoning, questionable and unclear
assumptions, and an overripe sense that a central
aspect of our moral life involves the permanent possibility of offending someone when we speak. It is
moral preening – to little or no effect. And it’s politically inept as well. Liberals may disown this political punching bag – while remaining sensitive to real
inequalities.
A final thought. Should we avoid using the term
“Okie” [which is for me a term of endearment] because of its original associations? Same genetic form
of argument – silly conclusion?
Randolph M. Feezell, PhD, grew up in northwestern
Oklahoma and is professor emeritus of philosophy
at Creighton University in Omaha, NE.

Now Republicans
Hate Rules
They Made
BY JOE CONASON
Congressional Republicans don’t want to debate
President Donald Trump’s attempt to extort political
prosecutions of Americans from Ukraine – and given
the damning facts emerging every day, their reluctance is understandable, if not honorable. But whining about the process of the impeachment inquiry
is only bringing them and their party into deeper
disrepute.
Consider the ill-advised and possibly illegal invasion of a secure room in the Capitol on Oct. 23,
when a gang of House Republicans led by Rep. Matt
Gaetz, R-FL, delayed the closed testimony of Pentagon official Laura Cooper. Brandishing cellphones
and carrying on like the drunken frat boys they once
were, Gaetz and his cronies then held a pizza party
– and, after a few hours, departed. The hearing went
on without them.
By busting into the Secure Compartmented Information Facility, the Gaetz gang jeopardized national
security far more brazenly and purposefully than
Hillary Clinton’s errant emails ever did. Those politicians know that cellphones and other electronic

devices are barred from any Secure Compartmented
Information Facility in Washington, and they also
know why: to prevent foreign theft of U.S. secrets.
At least one member apparently realized that the
phones shouldn’t be there and tried to collect them,
but it was too late.
Now, at least some of those miscreants should
be punished for their stupid stunt – especially the
egregious Gaetz, who tried to intimidate former
Trump lawyer Michael Cohen before he testified in
Congress last winter. [He is under investigation by
the House Ethics Committee and the Florida Bar Association for that offense.]
But what was their point, anyway? The Republicans complain that the impeachment inquiry
chaired by Rep. Adam Schiff, D-CA, is occurring
behind closed doors, that the president’s counsel
cannot cross-examine witnesses and that their
party is somehow excluded from fair participation
in the proceedings. Coming from lawyers, as most
of them are, this indignant whining was phony; they
all know that these hearings are investigative, like a
grand jury proceeding. There would be plenty of time
for open hearings and, should Trump be impeached,
a Senate trial with a full defense.
According to the Democratic members present
in those closed hearings, the Republicans on the
relevant committees hardly ever show up. Whenever
they do drop in, most of them waste time on conspiracy theories and other nonsense – which isn’t
doing the president any favors, but fully displays
their intellectual laziness.
What the Republicans also know – but aren’t telling their bamboozled voters – is that the Democrats
are conducting the impeachment inquiry under
rules that the Republican majority approved in January 2015.
For instance, House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy, R-CA, today insists the impeachment inquiry shouldn’t proceed unless the Republicans are
permitted to issue subpoenas – but the rule that
awards subpoena power exclusively to the majority
is precisely what he and his cronies approved four
years ago. Minority Whip Steve Scalise compares the
inquiry’s closed hearings to “the Soviet Union,” a bit
of demagoguery in which he conveniently forgets his
own role in approving that rule.
No doubt McCarthy and Scalise can recall, but
hope everyone else will forget, how they used those
rules in 2016 to engineer an inquisition into Benghazi that was – as the dull McCarthy admitted on
television – designed to bring down Hillary Clinton’s
poll numbers. As the last in a dozen inquiries into
that Libyan tragedy, it could have had no other purpose.
They may also recall how Rep. Trey Gowdy, R-SC,
chairing the committee that handled the Benghazi inquiry, abused those secrecy and subpoena
provisions in an ugly attempt to bully one of Clinton’s advisers, the journalist and historian Sidney

Blumenthal. Although Blumenthal volunteered to
testify, Gowdy sent armed federal marshals to his
home with a subpoena. When Blumenthal did testify,
Gowdy held the deposition behind closed doors –
and then selectively leaked and distorted portions
of the transcript in an attempt to smear the witness
and Clinton.
Gowdy’s behavior was so prejudicial that the late
Rep. Elijah Cummings, D-MD, then the committee’s
ranking member, apologized personally to Blumenthal. The Republicans never agreed to release the
complete transcript of his testimony, despite repeated requests from Blumenthal and his attorney. They
seemed to fear Gowdy, Rep. Mike Pompeo, R-KS,
and other Republicans on the committee would look
very stupid when their interrogation techniques
were revealed.
And now they whine about a process they created
while the president and his aides urinate on the
Constitution. How do these fakers rise up every day
and act out their hypocrisy?
© Creators.com

Whistleblowing
BY ANN DAPICE

C

alled both villains and heroes, “Whistleblowers One and Two” are providing information
critical to the hearings on impeachment of
President Donald J. Trump. Those who received subpoenas have chosen to disregard President
Trump’s instructions and are providing testimony.
Members of the administration come and go from
their White House positions, are deposed and write
books. Those of us old enough remember Watergate,
Nixon and Deep Throat. In other news we hear of an
automobile that suddenly brakes on its own, infant
seats that kill and the continuing story of deaths by
Opioids. Safety standards have been markedly reduced recently in favor of economic prosperity.
In a Washington Post article Tom Mueller, author
of the book Crisis of Conscience: Whistleblowing in
an Age of Fraud, notes that thus far President Trump
and allies have not yet outed the whistleblower – but
not for want of trying. This has to do with the call
where Trump promised the Ukrainian President the
release of appropriations, previously approved by the
U.S. Congress, for the investigation of evidence of
wrongdoing by the son of a possible political rival.
This was the stimulus for the House impeachment
inquiry.
There is not total agreement regarding the origin of
the term – one explanation is that it is a reference to
the whistles blown by British policemen when they
saw foul play. Nor is there agreement on whether it
is one word, two words or hyphenated. Olivia Waxman writes in Time that in Roman law the availability
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of whistleblowers understands that individuals, not
government or law enforcement, should be the ones
to report wrongdoing. To encourage this function,
as well as the accuracy of reporting, and recognizing negative social consequences that may occur, the
government made it a lucrative proposition. If a conviction followed, the person who did the reporting got
some of the bounty.
he English understanding of whistleblowing came to the Colonies in North America.
The federal government early on recognized
whistleblowing and the need to inform Congress as soon as possible about wrongdoings by people working with or for the government. On July 30,
1778, legislation was passed declaring that anyone
who served the U.S. had the duty to tell Congress as
soon as possible about any “misconduct, frauds or
misdemeanors” committed by others in government
service.
The major impetus shaping American whistleblower law came during the Civil War. The rush to ready
the troops for war led to shortages and shoddy goods
for the Union Army. Reports of fraud by hundreds of
witnesses led to the 1863 passage of the False Claims
Act. The law established fines for contractors who
cheated and said that a whistleblower who started a
False Claims suit would get 50% of the money if the
case was successful. The law was nicknamed “Lincoln’s Law” after President Abraham Lincoln who
said he hoped it would empower a different kind of
army of “citizen soldiers,” or whistleblowers, to keep
a watchful eye. This law is still on the books.
As I write, my mind reviews stories I have known
of abuses of power and greed – stories of people who
have tried in a variety of ways to report abuses to appropriate authorities that generally ended without
positive result for the victims or those “blowing the
whistle.”
In a workshop I was holding I heard from a hospital
administrator who asked that his name never be used
with the story because of the threats he had received.
He said that he previously worked in a hospital where
a physician was caught sodomizing poor elderly male
patients. He was told how other male patients had
previously expressed fear related to this physician.
In response to his report, he said that he was threatened, fired, and given a bad reference – despite his
outstanding evaluations for more than a decade. He
said that he was threatened to say nothing to anyone,
and made to watch while they destroyed the evidence.
Later, he heard that the abusive physician was elevated to full status in the hospital.
nother story takes place in a university
graduate program where the assistant dean
learned that the program was a recipient
of a federal grant. He began making the required monthly expense reports to the dean but was
surprised when he was told to keep all numbers in
pencil and not submit reports to her. At one point
he received a document from the bursar’s office that
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differed greatly with what he knew to be the case. He
questioned the dean again. She told him he’d been
given the wrong information. The graduate program
was going well but after several more attempts at clarity he was “encouraged” to resign. Some years later
he saw his former dean who had retired. She told him
she was sorry but that she was doing what the university president asked her to do. She finally resigned.
Different institutions have different rules but the
outcomes can be similar. A woman told the story of
a church where employees were given inappropriate
and illegal demands by a new minister. Staff members
tried to work with the minister explaining their concerns. A longtime male assistant was told to cancel
some programs planned and enjoyed by the youth.
One of the women said that she felt unsafe around
him. A young female church member complained that
the minister was calling her all the time and wanting
her to meet him. The employees wrote a joint letter
to the church hierarchy but were not heard. All were
forced to resign within a few months.
A college campus received a federal grant and several faculty members were assigned to implement the
grant. A new person was hired for a student computer
laboratory. The faculty began implementing the grant
with positive results. There were periodic reports to
be made. Faculty completed them but were then told
they had to make some changes in the reports. The
new hire no longer came to the lab and when she
was asked, she said the grant was paying her to do
other things. At one point the college vice president
mentioned in public that he liked the grant because
he could use it for anything he chose. There was a
formal whistleblowing action with a local newspaper
and federal grantees were informed. Two people assigned to the grant were asked to resign.
There are many possible motivations for whistleblowers. Mueller notes that to demonize or canonize misses the point. Whether the attempts are to expose injustice and abuse of power, or act out of anger
from felt personal slights, only the facts matter legally. The FBI official, Mark Felt, who became “Deep
Throat,” had been passed over by Richard Nixon for
the FBI’s top job. His success was determined by the
willingness of two journalists and the newspaper to
make accusations public. Mueller writes, “We have
a completely dual attitude. “We applaud them in the
theater but we go home and allow industries and governments to destroy them, their careers, their health,
their lives.”
Early whistleblowing laws showed the need for individuals to report wrongdoing. They encouraged this
activity and also planned incentives for both reporting and accuracy. Given the negative consequences
for victims and whistleblowers, the need for factbased convictions of wrongdoing requires attention.
Ann Dapice, PhD, is director of Education and Research for T.K. Wolf, Inc., a 501[c][3] American Indian
organization and founder/executive director of the
Institute of Values Inquiry.

Killing
Your Own
Frankenstein
Is Not
Heroic
BY JEREMY KUZMAROV
On Oct. 29, the Tulsa World in its lead editorial
congratulated President Donald Trump, the United
States military and Delta Force for its successful
mission that resulted in the death of Islamic State
commander Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi.
The editorial stated that: “Al-Baghdadi was a lawless criminal who falsely portrayed himself as a religious zealot and the leader of an imaginary nation.
He perverted the teaching of Islam into the worst
horrors imaginable. Under his corrupt reign, the
supposed Islamic State stole what it wanted, killed
any who were less than submissive and inspired
weak-minded followers to strike out at against the
democratic world.”
These comments are not inaccurate; however, the
World neglected to mention that al-Baghdadi was a
creation of the Bush Administration’s illegal invasion of Iraq in 2003.
According to his obituary in the Washington Post,
al-Baghdadi had been an austere academic aiming
for a quiet life as a professor of Islamic law until
the U.S. invasion of Iraq “upended his plans and
launched him on a course toward insurgency, prison
and violent jihad.”
Signing up with a local resistance organization
out of a sense of duty, al-Baghdadi was captured by
the U.S. army on the battlefields of Fallujah – which
were decimated by U.S. bombing – in 2003.
He was then imprisoned at Camp Bucca in Southern Iraq and at Abu Ghraib, which functioned as “ji-

hadi universities” because of the brutal conditions.
According to the Post, al-Baghdadi forged alliance
in the prison with members of the terrorist network
run by Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, the Jordanian who
founded al-Qaeda in Iraq.
When he was released in 2004, al-Baghdadi became a Zarqawi disciple, and after his death, rose to
a top leadership position in his organization which
rebranded itself as the Islamic state.
Its supporters included former officers of Saddam
Hussein’s vanquished army – Sunni colonels and
majors who had been excluded from the government
because of the Bush Administration’s ill-conceived
de-Baathification program and elevation of Nouri
Al-Maliki, who was known as the “Shia Saddam”
because of his persecution of the Sunni.
Al-Baghdadi may have been a terrorist; however,
his radicalization was spawned by a war that was
waged because American people were deceived.
His assassination was not an act of valor, but part
of a never-ending cycle of violence that has made
our world a more dangerous place.
Jeremy Kuzmarov is a member of the Tulsa Peace
Fellowship and author of four books on U.S. foreign
policy, including most recently The Russians are
Coming, Again: The First Cold War as Tragedy, the
Second as Farce, with John Marciano [New York:
Monthly Review Press, 2018], and Obama’s Unending Wars: Fronting the Foreign Policy of the Permanent Warfare State [Atlanta: Clarity Press, 2019].
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Jim Hightower

Where To Get The Money
To Start Fixing Inequality
When Jesse Jackson ran a strong populist campaign for president in 1988, advocating bold new
policies and programs to address inequality, establishment skeptics scoffed, “Where ya gonna get the
money?” Jackson answered directly: “Get it from
where it went.”
He meant from corporations and the rich, which
had been rigging the economic system and government policies to shift income and wealth from the
workaday majority to themselves. Thirty years later,
that shift has become an avalanche, with income
and wealth inequality reaching the plutocratic
excesses of the Gilded Age. Just three men – Jeff
Bezos, Bill Gates and Warren Buffett – now own
more of the nation’s wealth than the 165 million
Americans who make up the bottom half of our
population.
This extreme – and expanding – separation of
the few from the many is an economic, social and
moral disaster in the making, which is why today’s
progressive policymakers are calling for big, forward-thinking populist solutions, ranging from free
higher education to a Green New Deal. But again,
the smug forces of the status quo scoff, “Where ya
gonna get the money?”
The answer is the same one Jackson offered decades ago, but there are now three big differences:
[1] The voracious grabbiness of the uber-rich has
become ever more obscene and offensive, obvious
to the general public; [2] From both Bernie Sanders
and Elizabeth Warren, we now have detailed, viable, easy-to-understand proposals for a wealth tax
on multimillionaires and billionaires to pay for the
structural changes needed to open opportunities for
the poor and middle class; and [3] There is now wide
and enthusiastic public support for a wealth tax. A
recent poll found two-thirds of Americans [including a majority of Republicans] favor Warren’s plan
for a tax on those who have fortunes exceeding $50
million.
Inequality will not fix itself. As the American
majority has had to do periodically in our history,
We the People must intervene to keep greed and
wealth concentration from suffocating our society’s
essential democratic values of fairness, justice and
opportunity for all. A wealth tax is the place to start,
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for the rich are different from you and me. For one
thing, they’re rich.
Among the superrich, though, there tends to be a
peculiar sense that they are especially deserving, as
though their net worth is a testament to their true
worthiness. Thus, they seem to desperately cling
to the very idea of being extremely wealthy – and to
accumulating more wealth as the measure of a live
well lived. This, then, leads to one very specific difference between them and us: Most of us favor the
wealth tax to help bridge the gaping chasm of inequality in our society; they do not.
Indeed, the shrieks of abject horror, the gnashing
of teeth, the cries of doom coming from corporate
boardrooms, country clubs and defenders of the
plutocratic order would be comical if they weren’t so
pathetic. They exclaim that such a tax will “depress”
business confidence, “destroy” entrepreneurial motivation, “dis-incentivize” investment, “sap” innovation, “punish” success and – get this – “spur” a wave
of divorces!
The psyches of the rich are so fragile, goes this
line of bull, that a tiny tax on people with more than
$50 million in wealth would keep them from getting
out of bed in the morning.
Jamie Dimon, a billionaire Wall Street banker,
disingenuously asserted that superwealthy people
like him would “be happy to pay more in taxes.” But
he feared the government would just squander it on
giveaways “to interest groups and stuff like that.” I
have to admit that Dimon does know his “stuff.” He
weaseled billions of dollars in bailout money from
our government in 2007 to keep his bank from collapsing due to Wall Street fraud, mismanagement
and greed.
Far from squandering wealth-tax revenues on
corporate giveaways to make elites like Dimon even
richer, those supporting the tax specifically call
for the money to fund access to higher education
for every American who wants it, Medicare for All,
grassroots jobs to repair and extend our national
infrastructure, universal child care and other direct
efforts to restore the common good.
To help advance passage of the wealth tax – and
our nation’s democratic ideals – check out Citizens
for Tax Justice.

How Repugnant
Is Big Oil?
When you’re undergoing a dental procedure,
there’s one thing you never want to hear you dentist
say: “Oops!”
It’s also alarming to hear that from a former senator 25 years after he passed a temporary subsidy
for Big Oil. With world petroleum prices low at the
time, Sen. J. Bennett Johnston of Louisiana pushed
through a special break in 1995, temporarily exempting the giants from paying federal royalty fees
for the publicly owned crude they took from the Gulf
of Mexico. The idea was to cut our dependence on
the Arabian cartel by giving oil corporations a brief
reprieve on royalties so they would drill here.
But – oops! – our lawmakers made a big [and costly] slip-up: They forgot to specify in the law that the
exemption was temporary. Republicans and Democrats had agreed that when market prices recovered,
the corporations were to resume payments to us
taxpayers.
“It was never the intent that everybody would get a
free ride forever,” says an official who was involved
in the original negotiations.”
Sure enough, market prices had recovered by
2006. But “greed” is both the industry’s motto and
its modus operandi, so the oil barons that had
benefited from this public generosity in their time
of need have thumbed their nose at the public ever
since, essentially saying, “Tough luck, suckers!
There’s no limit in the law, so we’re just gonna keep
sucking up all the oil we can without paying a dime
in royalties.”
This is no petty thievery. Chevron, Shell, Exxon
Mobil, BP and even China’s state-run oil corporation are among the giants that have taken at least
$18 billion from our nation’s treasury so far. And
their haul increases every day that they’re allowed to
pump up profits through this unintended loophole.
The only thing bigger than Big Oil’s avarice is its
arrogance. The industry’s lobbying front group has
warned Congress not to try plugging the loophole,
declaring that such an attempt would be “engaging
in a dangerous game of bait and switch.”
Big Oil’s greed knows no bounds either. For example, Exxon, which banked a whopping $290 billion
in sales last year, makes money the old-fashioned
way: lying, cheating, exploiting workers, extracting
subsidies from taxpayers, dodging taxes, refusing
to pay for its pollution and other forms of corporate
finagling.
But mighty Exxon now finds itself in federal court,
finally called to account for lying to its own shareholders, the public and government officials. At

issue are the true financial and environmental costs
of the damages that its oil and gas operations are
inflicting upon Earth’s climate. The legal case points
out that it is perversely profitable to pollute if you
don’t have to include the costs of those damages on
your corporate books.
Technically, the charge is that Exxon kept two sets
of financial books: one secretly acknowledging internally that its pollution was devastating our climate
and would eventually cost shareholders a fortune,
the other a rosy public presentation hiding those
costs in order to claim that its fossil fuel empire was
more cost-effective than wind, solar and other clean
energy sources.
This blatant deceit has defrauded shareholders
about the actual value of their investment, diverted
public policy from necessary conversion to nonpolluting fuels and accelerated the radical impacts of
climate change.
While the lawsuit filed against Exxon will largely
focus on arcane aspects of securities law, it is
fundamentally about corporate morality. As environmental activist Lee Wasserman recently put it,
the case is a chance “for society to free itself from
the grasp of this lethal industry,” adding that “we’re
victims of a small group of gargantuan companies
that recklessly and deliberately ignored the implications of their own science and worked to deceive the
public.”
Indeed, their recklessness continues. Even though
Exxon now admits the damage its products are
causing, Wasserman notes, the careless behemoth
“plans to increase its oil output by 25% by 2025.”
Of course, any monetary fine the corporation
might have to pay is only a tiny fraction of its yearly
income, so that’s no deterrent. The real punishment
is that Exxon and its executives are tagging themselves as the same morally repugnant profiteers
those in the soulless tobacco industry have been.
One force bigger than Big Oil is an infuriated public. To learn more and to fight for our environment,
go to https://www.SierraClub.org/topics/oil. – Jim
Hightower
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Taxing Financial Transactions More
Strategic Than Taxing High Wealth
BY DEAN BAKER
Presidential candidate Joe Biden is considering
whether to propose a financial transactions tax as
part of his campaign for the Democratic nomination,
according to a recent report from The Washington
Post. This is big news for those of us who have long
advocated such a tax.
Sen. Bernie Sanders has taken the lead on this issue
among presidential candidates, including a financial
transactions tax – also known as an FTT – as part of
his plan for making college tuition free. Several other
candidates also support a financial transactions tax,
but if the Democratic Party’s leading centrist candidate endorses the tax, it would mark a new degree of
acceptance within the mainstream of political debate.
Interestingly, Sen. Elizabeth Warren is not among
those supporting a financial transactions tax. This is
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certainly not due to a reluctance to challenge the interests of the wealthy.
Warren has proposed an ambitious wealth tax that
would tax wealth above $1 billion at the rate of 3% a
year. While there are good reasons for wanting to tax
the very rich, a financial transactions tax is almost
certainly a better economic policy and would have
much better political prospects.
We can see the economics of a financial transactions tax are superior when we consider the motivation for taxation by the federal government. The federal government doesn’t need taxes to spend money;
it can just print it. It taxes to reduce consumption, in
effect, to allow the economic space for spending.
To see this point, imagine that the federal government were to spend another $1 trillion next year

on Green New Deal policies [a bit more than 20% of
current federal spending], such as clean energy and
mass transit subsidies. If there were no increase in
taxes, we would expect to see a huge surge in demand
in the economy, likely leading to inflation. [Assume
that the Federal Reserve Board simply prints more
money so that interest rates are little changed.]
Now suppose that the federal government handed
another trillion dollars next year to Jeff Bezos, Bill
Gates and other incredibly rich people. Again, let’s
say there is no increase in taxes.
In this case, we almost certainly don’t have to worry
about inflation. Jeff Bezos, Bill Gates and other multibillionaires already have pretty much all the money
they can possibly spend. This government handout
will fatten stock portfolios but will have little effect
on demand in the economy.
Now let’s flip this over and imagine that instead of
handing money to our billionaires, we are taxing away
their wealth at the rate of 3% annually. With Bezos,
Gates and the rest still earning money on their assets, their wealth is likely to be little affected. The impact on the consumption of the very wealthy is likely
to be minimal, meaning that we have created little
room for additional government spending.
In fact, it’s possible the effect on demand goes the
other way. Most billionaires like their money. The
wealth tax gives them a strong incentive to hire accountants, lawyers and other people engaged in the
tax avoidance/evasion industry. This is real spending
that creates demand for goods and services, no matter how nefarious. It’s quite possible that a wealth tax
will end up increasing demand in the economy.
By contrast, the way to avoid a financial transactions tax is to reduce trading. This means that we
would see less demand for goods and services in the
financial sector.
Most estimates show that if we raise the cost of
trading with a financial transactions tax, we will see
a roughly proportionate decline in trading, meaning
that the financial sector will bear pretty much the full
cost of the tax.
What people spend on the tax, they save on trading.
This is what we want a tax to do: free up resources
in the economy to allow the government to spend on
other priorities.
The politics of any tax increase will always be difficult. The rich can be expected to use their political
power to scare people into believing the world will
end if they are forced to pay more taxes.
But the wealth tax has a unique problem: The size
of the narrow financial sector [securities and commodities trading] has exploded over the last four decades, going from roughly .5% of GDP to more than
2% of GDP. A financial transactions tax would partially reverse this rise. By my calculations, it could
raise an amount roughly equal to .6% of GDP, which
comes to $1.6 trillion over the next decade, with the
money largely corresponding to a shrinkage of the
financial sector.

Since the bulk of the money comes from a very
small group of people, this small group of people has
the option to announce that they will not pay the
tax, by renouncing their citizenship. If that sounds
strange to people, they have not been following the
political behavior of the very rich in recent years. Can
anyone say it’s worth $5 billion a year to Jeff Bezos
to be a U.S. citizen?
Suppose 1,000 very rich people, representing $10
trillion in wealth, sent a letter to Congress proclaiming their plan to renounce their citizenship if lawmakers moved ahead with President Warren’s wealth tax?
My guess is that Congress would not move forward
[even if it otherwise were inclined to endorse such a
measure]. If Congress did move forward, and a substantial share of these billionaires carried through
with their threat, the Warren administration would
face a major embarrassment.
It’s great to see leading presidential contenders
proposing measures to seriously address the rise in
inequality over the last four decades. However, the
implications of these policies have to be considered
carefully.
A financial transactions tax is likely to prove far
more effective than a wealth tax.
Dean Baker is a macroeconomist and senior economist at the Center for Economic and Policy Research
in Washington, DC, which he co-founded.
© Truthout
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Ten Year
Clock Ticks
Faster ...
And Faster ...
BY BOB D. ROUNSAVELL
Thirteen federal agencies released a 2014 report that directly contradicts the Trump administration position on climate change. An “exhaustive scientific report,” it clearly indicates
we humans are the primary cause of global temperature rise that created the warmest period in
our history.
Another scientific report last month utilizing satellite readings largely focused on coral
bleaching with its consequent damage to global
ocean life, hence some food resources; it also
forecast the flooding in areas inhabited by millions of the world population and housing our
great cultural heritage.
The long-term global warming shows that more
of the predicted impacts are now becoming a reality. These impacts on communities, regions,
and infrastructure are expected to increase in
the U.S. and the world, if there’s no action soon
to deal with it.
The 2014 assessment forecast that coastal cities
would experience more flooding in coming years with
sea levels rising. By mid-century severe flooding will
engulf our coastal cities, including Alexandria, built
in the 3rd century; Ho Chi Minh City; Shanghai; and
Mumbai; not to mention New York, Paris, London or
again New Orleans.
Now documented by scientists are a record number of “nuisance flooding” events during high tides.
About 150 million people worldwide live below the
high-tide line and are in danger, hence their need to
migrate to higher ground.
In 2014, nearly half the residents of Hampton Roads,
VA, could not leave their neighborhoods at least once
because of tidal flooding.
As oceans have warmed, disruptions in U.S. fisheries – long predicted – are now occurring. Record 2012
ocean temperatures caused lobster catches in Maine
to peak a month early with the distribution chain
caught unprepared.
Although much discussion about climate change
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is focused on the role of carbon dioxide and other
greenhouse gases that warm the planet, there is also
a renewed emphasis on other atmospheric pollutants
like ozone and smoke that cause respiratory problems and premature death.
With “high confidence” we know climate change
will increase ozone levels, temperatures, atmospheric circulation, and weather patterns. With global
warming comes wildlife extinction and higher ozone
level means worsening toxic gas pollution. The Great
Barrier Reef has undergone bleaching since 2014;
fortunately, a coalition of private foundations like
Bloomberg and Paul Allen, environmental organizations and other NGOs are working to prevent more
loss of ocean diversity with devastation of oceanic
habitat for much sea life.
What climate denial fails to realize is that the
changes will not be uniform. By the end of this century the worst ozone levels will be found across a wide
expanse of the Midwest and Northern Great Plains,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 38
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along with improvement in the Southeast.
Climate change does not occur all at once nor does
it occur everywhere to the same degree. Last year
California experienced the worst fires ever and continue to do so even today; the death count is not yet
complete and the damage cost is doubtless high and
getting higher.
The lessons learned by the West have come from
hard experience. The warmer weather breeds longer summers, along with other impacts lengthening
the fire season and vegetation becoming tinder. The
smoke from fires affects visibility but more important
the health of all the residents. Firefighters in California will suffer even more from the prolonged exposure even as firemen from other states have rushed
to their aid.
Here in Oklahoma we easily see that our state is
hotter and wetter.
It can and will get worse. We humans need to begin
changing our lifestyles if we want to continue surviving. We ought to be developing a strong program of
adaptation to prevent hundreds of billions of dollars
in damages yearly with deadly heat waves, coastal
flooding and other extreme weather events like earthquakes.
Unfortunately the recent federal assessment re-

ports few states and cities taking steps to adapt to
climate change. A few places mainly in Alaska and
Louisiana have – by preserving coastal wetlands to
act as buffers against storms. But outside of these,
none are reporting any plans. COP 2025 summit, the
world’s concerted effort, has recently suffered a setback with Chile backing out of its commitment as
host due to massive street protests.
A majority of climate scientists gives us approximately 10 years to counteract the impacts of climate
change. If we continue to do nothing or the bare minimum, we are only putting off the inevitable. Unless
we stop denying the facts and begin to take action for
our survival, our planet earth continues to absorb the
burden of our procrastination.
Had a problem with the weather lately? Too much
rain ruining your days? Was it too hot to enjoy the
outdoors this summer or maybe just too wet?
All right, climate change deniers, the time is fast
approaching to act. We have only a decade to change
our lives significantly. So what are you going to do
and when? Mother Earth awaits our response.
Oologah resident Bob D. Rounsavell currently serves
as chairman of the Eastern Flyer Coalition of communities between Tulsa and Oklahoma City. His wife
Maria serves as his editor.

Identity Politics Are A Dead End
BY FROMA HARROP
In her post-mortem on Hillary Clinton’s failed
candidacy, Donna Brazile noted that her students at
Georgetown University truly disliked identity politics.
“They thought that Hillary spent too much time
trying to appeal to people based on their race, or
their gender, or their sexual orientation,” the Democratic strategist wrote in Hacks, “and not enough
time appealing to people based on what really worried them – issues like income inequality and climate change.”
On the opposite end of the political compass,
right-wing agitator Steve Bannon said this about
identity politics: “The Democrats – the longer they
talk about identity politics, I got ‘em. I want them to
talk about racism every day.”
No one seems to like identity politics except the
practitioners of it. But the question must be asked:
Isn’t the Trumpian right engaging in white identity
politics when it hollers about walls on the Mexican
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border? Yes, to the extent the goal is to keep nonwhites out of the country as opposed to simply fearing change. [The dark bunker of white nationalism
is something else and beneath contempt.]
But it’s not racist to want the immigration laws
respected, a view shared by Trump and non-Trump
voters alike. Democrats supporting open borders, or
something close to them, are not only hurting their
political prospects but also ignoring the economic
concerns of America’s low-skilled workers, a group
that is far from all white.
Is this conversation getting too evenhanded? To
complicate matters even more, observe the photos
of Bernie Sanders’ recent mass rally in the New York
borough of Queens. The crowd, which his people
put at 25,000, was a sea of white faces, even though
it co-starred Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, the emblem
of a “diversifying” America. Bear in mind that most
residents of Queens are not white.
However, Sanders, to his credit, has played very

little of the identity politics game. His thing is class.
He has also defended the need to enforce our immigration laws, as opposed to Elizabeth Warren, another left-leaning candidate for president.
Some of this diversity talk is unkind to those it’s
intended to flatter. It often assumes that blacks, Hispanics, Asians, gays and women don’t have interests
apart from their group – and that they don’t share
the worries of other Americans. The Pew Research
Center poll of Hispanics’ greatest concerns routinely
puts education, jobs and health care well above immigration.
U.S.-born Hispanics who speak perfect English,
work hard and watch the same TV seem just like
another ethnic group, not a separate racial category.
Today, 67% of Hispanics are native-born. President
Donald Trump’s attacks on their heritage are not
only ugly; they’re insane.
The problem with identity politics is that the moment you single out what you will do for one identity, the other identities feel excluded. Barack Obama
had a natural appeal to African Americans, but he
didn’t take others for granted. There was a reason
he chose regular white guy Joe Biden for his running mate, despite some of Biden’s awkward racial
comments.
The year after Clinton lost, Brazile excoriated
Robby Mook, Clinton’s former campaign manager,
saying: “Robby had the analytics and the data modeling. He didn’t have to come out of the ivory tower
to talk to the average Joe and Jane.”
By average Joe and Jane, she was undoubtedly
referring to white working people of the deindustrializing Midwest, many of whom had voted for Obama
in 2012 and then switched to Trump four years later.
[Do you think they suddenly turned racist? I don’t.]
Identity politics are a political dead end. They
offend large swathes of the electorate – including
many they’re designed to attract.
They are a one-way ticket to defeat.

35th Peace Festival Set Nov. 9
Oklahoma City’s 35th Peace Festival will be Saturday, Nov. 9 in the Civic Center Music Hall’s Hall of
Mirrors.
Theme of this year’s festival is “A Climate for Humanity.”
At the Festival – co-sponsored by The Oklahoma
Observer – some 60 tables will display information
and wares-for-sale from groups working in women’s
rights, children’s rights, human service, social justice, ending racial and religious discrimination,
support for education in this country and foreign
countries, poverty reduction, environmental sustainability, urban farming, voter registration and climate
change.
The free public event features a Children’s Activity
Room that is adult supervised, and live music from

the Festival stage.
For more information call or text Nathaniel Batchelder at 405.824.2794 or Anne Murray at 405.596.2314.
The Peace House website displays photos from
previous Peace Festivals, exhibiting the flavor of the
event: http://peacehouseok.org.
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Books

The World, Explained*
* As Only Rachel Maddow Can
BLOWOUT
Corrupted Democracy, Rogue State Russia,
And The Richest, Most Destructive Industry On Earth
By Rachel Maddow
Crown/Random House
406 pages, $30

R

achel Maddow’s new book Blowout isn’t so
long [at a mere 367 hardcover pages sans
notes and index] that it looks daunting to
the interested reader. But then again, it’s Rachel Maddow.
That means it’s dense and scholarly in the good
doctor’s inimitable way, including long histories,
seemingly divergent facts and associations, and a parade of villains a majority of people never heard of.
It takes us on a grand, in-depth tour of the American oil and gas industry from its beginnings in the
mid-1800s all the way to today, where interesting and
insidious international wheeling-and-dealing by a
more familiar cast of characters helps to explain the
current state of world tensions as well as why it’s so
much harder than it should be to confront head-on
the worsening climate change situation that threatens all of us well into the future.
For fans of Maddow’s reporting style on MSNBC,
there is a wealth of knowledge to be gained about
things we may never have been interested in knowing
before.
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Confession here: I spent my teen years in Oklahoma, when a gallon of gasoline for my Volkswagen bug
cost all of 19.9 cents, and still have family ties to the
state. Thus unlike most readers, I already knew quite
a lot about that state’s contributions to the industry.
Its bad actors, its “colorful” characters, the political
corruption it has long engendered, and the ugly black
messes it so gleefully makes and leaves in its wake
wherever it travels.
Go ahead and stick it out when the going gets dense
– it’s worth it in the end when Rachel weaves it all together into a rope sturdy enough to suspend an entire planet [if not all the life on it]. Her scholarship is
impeccable as always, her sources authoritative, and
her conclusions … horrifying to democracy-loving
people.
From John D. Rockefeller’s Standard Oil in the
early days through the biggest, richest corporation
on the planet [ExxonMobil] and Rex Tillerson to the
cripplingly corrupt and regionally destabilizing oil/
gas endeavors of Vladimir Putin’s Russia, we get the
ultimately banal explanation for what’s been bother-

ing us all for so very long – why, oh
why can’t we convince our political
overlords to go ahead and really
support our collective changeover
to clean, renewable energy sources, even as the need to do so ASAP
becomes ever more obvious?
As expected, the answer is, “All
the money and all the power in the
world.”
Yet even if we already know that,
it’s good to get the details and be
able to line them up toward construction of winning arguments
we political activists can use effectively in our quest to invent a
better, far less violent and polluted
world for ourselves and our grandchildren.
And speaking of those, I’ve been
telling my children and grandchildren for many years when they get
depressed by the state of the world
and their own lack of a foreseeable future, every generation has
its dragons to slay. It’s just part of
the karmic sojourn on Earth, like
it or not.
Dragons are very nasty critters – they come in all sizes, are
extremely hard to kill, and they
all breathe fire. But if we wish to
construct a decent world from the
ashes of this indecent one, some
of us are going to have to make it a
lifelong mission.
The remaining question is, as always, “How?”
Rachel apparently has far more
faith in small-d democracy and
government action than I do. Then
again, I’ve seen the corruptions of
Big Energy in action for more than
half a century.
And unlike her I did not become
a serious scholar of government [I
was too busy battling dragons that
boast well-organized government
protection rackets]. But her conclusion about the sordid tale she
tells in this book is heartening if
you do keep on hoping these particular monsters can somehow be
vanquished:
Containment is the small-c conservative answer to the problem
at hand – democratically supported, government-enforced active
and aggressive containment. It’s
the only way to fight against the

WHY WAIT?
Now you can subscribe to The Oklahoma Observer
at the Full Circle Books checkout counter
and receive your free book certificate on the spot!
IMPORTANT RESTRICTIONS
To take advantage of this offer, visit Full Circle Books, where you can subscribe to The Oklahoma Observer at the checkout
counter and receive your free book certificate immediately. You also may subscribe to The Observer using the coupon on page 3 of
this issue or by visiting our web site www.okobserver.net. You then will receive via U.S. Mail a certificate from Full Circle Books for a
free book [$20 limit]. The certificate is not transferable and must be presented in person at Full Circle Books in order to receive your
free book. No facsimiles, printouts or photocopies will be accepted as a substitute for the original Full Circle certificate. This book
offer is for new subscribers only. Not valid with any other offer.

industry’s reliance on corruption
and capture. The question isn’t
whether it’s doable; it is. It’s just
whether we’ll have the focus and
the persistence to actually do it.
Powerful enemies make for big,
difficult fights. But you can’t win
if you don’t play, and in this fight

it’s the stakes that should motivate us: Democracy either wins
this one or disappears. It oughtta
be a blowout.
Editor’s Note: This review first appeared at the Daily Kos and was
written by a regular contributor
whose pen name is Joieau.
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What Would Molly Think Of Trump?
We don’t have to wonder. The kick-ass liberal
columnist – whose work graced the pages of The
Oklahoma Observer until her death in 2007 – outed
Donald Trump nearly three decades before he won
the presidency. Check out this 1987 column:
And here’s another bad idea from whoever it is
running the Democratic Party these days – kissing
Donald Trump’s bum.
You may think it odd someone who has no objection to Speaker Jim Wright’s meeting with Daniel
Ortega of Nicaragua would then object to Wright’s
meeting with a mere New York real estate magnate,
but what’s life without cheap paradox?
The reasons for meeting with Ortega are so obvious only the Reagan administration could have
ignored them. But Trump? No particular reason for
Texans to have heard of this man, but he is fully
convinced he should be president of the United
States. His qualification is that he’s filthy rich.
Trump is a fairly young guy who inherited a pile
from his daddy, made more by putting up monster
skyscrapers in Manhattan and still more by owning
gambling casinos in Atlantic City. The only thing in
New York bigger than Trump Tower is Trump’s ego.
The callousness with which he treats those who
stand in the way of his megalomaniac plans is welldocumented; his four-year war against the tenants
at 100 Central Park South, a building he wanted to
convert to luxury condos, is now legend in The City
[which is what New Yorkers who do not live in Manhattan call that island].
Trump’s latest scheme is to take the old Penn
Railroad yards on the westside of Manhattan and
put up a city the size of Santa Barbara on 70 acres
there, including a 150-story building. The guy has
an edifice complex you wouldn’t believe – everything
he does has to be the biggest and the tallest and to
have his name on it in the largest letters ever seen
by man. Now if there’s one thing Texans understand,
it’s the impulse to have the mostest of whatever it
is – we have an incurable Big complex ourselves. But
all of us, in cities all over this country, are slowly
and painfully learning that developers are not necessarily our friends.
New York, like other cities, has encouraged real
estate developers with special tax breaks and all
manner of wooing, wining and dining. The end result
has been a degradation of the quality of life that
is inescapable – to add another 7,600 apartments
on the West Side of Manhattan, where the traffic is
already impassable, is just insane. Why should one
man be allowed to make incredible profits by making the lives of everyone else more difficult, annoying and expensive? To build more luxury condos, in
a city where so many poor people have already been
driven out of single-room-occupancy buildings by
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greedy developers, is lunacy. The homeless fill the
streets of Manhattan now.
No one is blaming Trump alone for the problems
of homelessness, but developers en masse do bear
a great deal of the responsibility for that problem.
Homelessness has several causes, but the encouragement by local governments of greedy folly by
developers is right up there on the list.
I have never understood why developers feel entitled to and have been granted so many special favors
by government. Why is it considered intrinsically
more moral to make money by selling overpriced
tract houses than, say, by selling newspapers? True,
Trump is stupefyingly rich; also greedy, ruthless and
ambitious. He prides himself on being a Republican.
Let him stay one.
Where Wright got the idea that this man should
be enlisted in the Democratic cause is beyond my
understanding. We have had seven years now of a
right-wing Republican administration that has endorsed the profit motive – unrestrained, unregulated, unhampered by any consideration of the public
good – as the chief motivating factor in our society.
It seems to me that all of us should have learned
one thing from the experience by now – greed is not
enough.
Editor’s Note: We are reprinting this Nov. 24, 2987
Dallas Times herald column at the request of so
many who attended our recent Tulsa and Oklahoma City screenings of the sensational documentary
Raise Hell: The Life and Times of Molly Ivins.

Observations
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400 cut-and-paste bills between 2010-18 that were
written by special interest groups for the benefit of
corporations, not workaday Sooners.
Most were the handiwork of the American Legislative Exchange Council, infamous for championing the
arch-conservative, anti-government ideals of Wichita
billionaire Charles Koch and his ilk.
In the study, Oklahoma ranked No. 5 nationally
in the number of so-called “model” bills filed. More
troubling, little ol’ Oklahoma was No. 3 in the number actually passed, behind only Illinois and Arizona.
Is this a good time to point out Oklahoma lawmakers soon will collect a nearly 36% pay raise?
Treat’s diatribe notwithstanding, the notion of a
non-partisan redistricting commission is hardly radical – or “liberal.”
In Oklahoma, of course, the Legislature always has
controlled redistricting. But 21 other states now deploy non-partisan or bipartisan panels to draw legislative and congressional boundaries after each Census. Among them: Montana, Utah, Missouri, Idaho,
Arizona, Alaska and Iowa – “Red” states, all.
Oklahoma’s proposal would transfer the power to a
nine-member commission comprised of non-elected
officials – six chosen by a panel of retired Oklahoma judges and led by the state Supreme Court chief
justice. Those six would then select the remaining
three. Three of the nine would be Republicans, three
would be Democrats and three unaffiliated with either major party.
The current system clearly is driven by political interests. Democrats dominated the line-drawing in the
20th century. Republicans do so now. Treat and Co.
are loath to give that up. They want to protect their
GOP supermajority as long as possible.
The result is too many crazy-shaped districts that
elevate re-election prospects over compactness and
communities of interest. Bottom line: politicians
choose their voters – not the other way around.
It remains to be seen, of course, whether the petition proposal can survive the expected legal challenges. Or whether People Not Politicians can secure
enough [178,000] valid signatures in only 90 days.
This much seems certain: The Capitol’s powersthat-be are worried their real bosses – the voters –
may decide to claw back a very important power.

Dimwit
It seems so long ago and so far away that Oklahoma
could boast of visionary DC representation – Carl Albert rose to the House speakership, Robert S. Kerr
became the “uncrowned king of the Senate,” Henry
Bellmon took courageous party-defying stands, and

Better Information, Better Policy
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www.okobserver.org
Mike Synar regularly spoke truth to power on behalf
of everyday Okies.
Now, sadly, the state’s east side is represented by a
dim-witted, demagogic bully, Republican Markwayne
Mullin, a former mixed martial arts fighter who clearly took too many kicks to the head.
Mullin’s four terms in Congress have been spectacularly unremarkable, save for his periodic assaults
on common sense.
Remember when he described the Trail of Tears as
a “voluntary walk”? And to think, he’s a Cherokee
whose family was victimized by the racist government relocation order.
More recently, Mullin was one of the congressional frat boys who crashed the Capitol’s secure facility
where serious representatives are conducting serious inquiries into presidential misconduct. A publicity stunt straight out of Animal House.
Then, he further diminished what was left of his
public reputation by unleashing an online attack on
a fellow Oklahoma delegation member – Democratic
Rep. Kendra Horn – for voting in favor of the congressional impeachment inquiry resolution.
To Mullin’s pea brain, a vote for a formal inquiry
is somehow a vote to impeach the president. He’s in
sore need of remedial education if he doesn’t understand the difference between investigation and indictment.
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Observerscope
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Dart: To the Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs’
Pointy-Head-In-Chief, Jonathan Small, claiming
Medicaid expansion would “generate the same poor
health outcomes at a much higher taxpayer cost.”
The Koch-headed monster never lets the facts stand
in the way of a good story.

okea.org
TOM GOODWIN
Cheyenne, OK
Reader and supporter of The Observer
for over 30 years and counting.

For the record: 56% of physicians supported single-payer health care in 2017, up from 42% a decade
earlier. Moreover, 66% of docs believe patient health
care is hurt by external factors, including third-party
authorizations and treatment protocols.
Laurel: To OK County Judge Don Andrews, temporarily blocking a new anti-abortion law from taking
effect. It would require doctors to inform patients
that medically-induced abortions can be reversed.
They can’t. Check the science.
Speaking of reproductive freedom, the state Supreme Court is holding up a 2015 law banning second-trimester dilation and evacuation abortions.
Lawmakers knew it was an unconstitutional restriction [see rulings in other states] but they figured it’s
good politics in Oklahoma.
So the thin-skinned, petty president will no longer
permit the New York Times and Washington Post to
be delivered to the White House. Hardly a sacrifice for
someone who thinks great literature can be found on
Twitter.
You gotta hand it to Gov. Kevin Stitt. He had little to
do with the heavy lifting that resulted in the nation’s
largest one-day commutation, but he was available
for high fives and hugs with the newly freed – all with
TV cameras rolling.
Former U.S. Rep. Dan Boren has left a position at
the Chickasaw Nation to become new president and
chief banking officer for First United Bank. He’s reportedly keeping his political options open, too.

11701 N. MacArthur Blvd.
Oklahoma City, Ok. 73162
[405] 721-3252
springcreekbc.com
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Hey, Gov. Stitt: Oklahoma’s already a Top 10 state
… in childhood obesity. Latest Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation research found 18% of the state’s 10- to
17-year-olds are obese – about 72,500 – sixth-highest
nationally.

Letters
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highly decorated Iraq war veteran and holder of a Purple Heart among many other honors. Lt. Col. Vindman was listening to the infamous Trump phone call
to Ukrainian President Zelensky and heard Trump
ask Zelensky to “do us a favor though” by digging up
dirt on former Vice President Joe Biden and his son,
Hunter. Vindman currently works for the National
Security Council as the top Ukrainian expert in the
White House, and was doing his job to listen in on
such calls and to provide technical information and
support when those such calls were recorded.
Vindman’s 20-year record in the military is exemplary and unquestioned by those that work with him
or know him. No doubt that his chest full of medals
is something to make Trump envious, but still Trump
attacked him! Likewise, Trump attacked the late Sen.
John McCain, a true American hero, because he was
captured during the Vietnam War. Trump also attacked a gold star family during the last presidential
campaign, the family of Khizr Khan and wife Ghazala, whose son was killed fighting for America in Iraq.
Trump has denigrated another patriot, Special Prosecutor Robert Mueller, who still carries shrapnel in
him, as does Col. Vindman. Mueller’s sin was to investigate Trump and any Russian connections during
the Russian probe.
Would a true American patriot take the word of
Russian president, Vladimir Putin, over 17 U.S. intelligence agencies, all saying Russia interfered in the
2016 election?
Would a real patriot question and belittle our FBI?
Would a real U.S. patriot side with North Korean
dictator Kim Jung Un over our intelligence groups?
Or what about Trump siding with Saudi Crown Prince
Mohammad bin Salmon in the horrendous murder of
Washington Post columnist Jamal Khashoggi?
Trump also sided with Turkish President Recep Erdogan and Russia over our allies the Kurds, which
has allowed the Kurds to be unprotected and killed
by invading Turks, Russians, and Syrians. Incidentally, it was these same Kurds that supplied the vital
information about the location of ISIS leader Al Baghdadi who was recently killed by U.S. Special Forces.
Trump was quick to take credit for this achievement, crediting the Turks, Russia, Syria, and almost
forgetting the KURDS!
The truth is that the search and destroy plan to get
the ISIS leader was five months old, and was near-
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ly ruined by Trump’s sudden decision to withdraw
American troops from the area. That put the plan in
jeopardy and caused it to be rushed into play, where
thankfully, it succeeded.
Additionally, we should be thankful to the Kurds
that even after Trump’s betrayal, they still helped get
the ISIS leader.
Trump and his Republican allies are trying to learn
the identity of the “whistleblower” in the Ukrainian
phone call case, even though there are laws to protect
the identity of such whistleblowers. Again, Trump
has name-called and otherwise denigrated the whistleblower.
I have to wonder, what if “Deep Yhroat” had not
come forward in the Watergate era? Would President
Nixon have escaped justice?
A final question of President Trump, from the late
U.S. Ambassador to the UN, Adlai Stevenson: “Have
you no decency, sir?”
Wallace Collins
Norman

Editor, The Observer:
Second District U.S. Rep. Markwayne Mullin has
decided to go down with the ship.
That is Donald Trump’s impeachment-plagued ship
which Mullin vigorously defended on Chris Cuomo’s
CNN show.
Mullin maintained that Trump is being prosecuted
by a secret Kangaroo court of Democrats who don’t
permit Republicans to cross-examine witnesses, have
a transcript, and attend the hearings.
Democrats accuse Trump of abusing presidential
power by withholding military aid to Ukraine until
they investigate Joe Biden and his son, Hunter.
Trump’s perpetual lying doesn’t bother Mullin because there is no stigma attached to lying in Oklahoma.
If Mullin does not retire next year, the voters should
do it for him.
Virginia Blue Jeans Jenner
Wagoner

Revolving Door
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11

terest Research Group, a state government watchdog
organization.
The revolving door, of course, could lead to conflicts of interest as the regulatory and legislative decisions made by politicians may directly benefit them
soon after they leave office and begin their private
sector career.
It’s not difficult to imagine that former legislators
also would have a significant advantage in lobbying
former colleagues – not only because of the friendships built, but also because of the knowledge about
policies currently before the Legislature and what
may personally motivate individual lawmakers.
So, it’s not surprising that Bass, Henke, Ownbey,
Cockroft and Cleveland are all lobbyists now. It’s a
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lucrative job in which their elected experience makes
them really effective in influencing their old legislative pals.
The question: at the cost? Maybe the public trust
and their legitimacy?

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE?
Across the United States there are various rules that
govern when a former official can actively lobby. Eleven states have “two-year” cooling off periods, which
are among the toughest of restrictions nationwide.
This means that a former legislator has to wait two
years before they can lobby their former colleagues.
Twenty-six other states prohibit them for one year.
There are also about 10 states – including Oklahoma – with essentially no prohibitions, according to
the National Conference of State Legislatures [NCSL].
In Oklahoma, a legislator can register as a lobbyist
the day after he or she leaves office.
Repeated efforts to slow Oklahoma’s revolving door
have failed.
In 2004, for example, former GOP Rep. John Trebilcock could not persuade his colleagues to embrace a
two-year “cooling-off period” before legislators could
become lobbyists.
Fourteen years later, the Oklahoma Ethics Commission unanimously approved a two-year cooling off
period, but the House rejected it – and two other ethics reforms – by a 64-27 vote margin. Interestingly,
Democrats joined with uber conservative members
of the GOP’s so-called Liberty Caucus to support the
ethics reform.
Opponents of the two-year cooling off period insist
the state Constitutionally established Ethics Com-

mission cannot regulate the ethical behavior of private citizens – in this case, former legislators. They
cite Article 29 of Oklahoma’s Constitution which
gives the commission the power to specifically regulate “the ethical behavior of elected officials and
some state employees.”
However, the commission’s executive director, Ashley Kemp, told KGOU in fall 2018 that these rules
“were reviewed by the attorney general’s office, and
the attorney general’s office didn’t have any concern
about the ability of the commission to engage in this
type of rulemaking.”
The Ethics Commission not only lost its ability to
regulate lobbyists, but also was left with only collecting fees rather than receiving any legislative appropriation. Some speculate that this legislative and
court fight with representatives like Rep. John Paul
Jordan, R-Yukon, undermined its momentum.
However, the Ethics Commission proposal noted
that “state officials are public servants trusted with
carrying out the laws of the state of Oklahoma for the
public good. Cooling off periods seek to avoid conflicts between state officers’ public responsibilities
and private economic interests.”
Their failed plan still resonates with Jefferson’s notion that when politicians assume a “public trust,”
they should consider themselves “public property.”
As Inola Republican Rep. Tom Gann put it, in an
interview with KGOU, “I believe a promise for future
employment to a legislator during their service in the
Legislature and upon immediate departure from the

Legislature by an organization that lobbies them creates a situation of self-serving interests and possible
undue influence.”
Unfortunately, a State Integrity Investigation ranked
Oklahoma 40th ranking in its comprehensive assessment of state government accountability. We clearly
need more transparency.
It is worth noting that Oklahoma is not alone in
wrestling with this issue. Last year, Missouri voters
approved a package of reforms that included a twoyear “cooling off” period. Maybe we can, too? I certainly hope that some legislators see the light.
While a minority of legislators seem more concerned with the state’s future than their own pocketbooks, don’t be surprised if another ex-legislator
– not unlike Calvey – walks in the Capitol door soon
wearing two hats and conflicted ethics.
John Wood is an associate professor of political science at the University of Central Oklahoma. The
views he expresses are his and not necessarily the
university’s.
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Celebrate Peace & Justice
at the

Saturday, November 9
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Civic Center Hall of Mirrors, 201 N. Walker, OKC

Free Admission ☮ Kid-Friendly
Fair Trade goods, books, calendars, crafts, pottery,
homemade candles & soaps, African carving,
Central American fabrics & goods, organic coffee,
jewelry, T-shirts, bumper stickers, buttons
Booths and Tables of Social Justice Organizations
Live Music and Entertainment All Day
Supervised Children’s Area
SPONSORS: Peace House ☮ Home Creations ☮ The Lemon Family ☮ Oklahoma Observer ☮ Bill Nerin
☮ David Brinker,MD ☮ Church of the Open Arms UCC ☮ Social Justice Committee First Unitarian Church ☮
Oklahoma Coalition to Abolish the Death Penalty ☮ Just Future

More info: PeaceHouseOK.org
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